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ABSTRACT 
Some estimation procedures for estimating a finite population mean have been discussed by 
using multivariate auxiliary information, where partial auxiliary information is known apriori. 
In Chapter one, the historical background of survey sampling has been giveiL Some prominent 
e 
survey statisticians, who played the important rol^to make the survey sampling as a different 
discipline of statistics have been also introduced. Some initial works are mentioned, where 
auxiliary variables are properly used to increase the efficieiKy of the estimators. In case of 
univariate as well as multivariate situations, some important works by using ratio and regression 
estimator are also discussed. 
In Chapter two, Chain ratio, product and ratio-product mixed estimators both weighted as well 
as unweighted by utilizing several correlated variables are considered. We propose the two 
classes of estimators and their improve versions. The properties of these estimators for the 
general sampling scheme are studied. Detail results are given for the sampling scheme simple 
random sample without replacement (SRSWOR) along with cost function. A comparison is made 
with some known well established estimators in case of two auxiliary variables. The relative gain 
in efficiency of the optimum estimator of these estimators over the other estimators is shown for 
the natural population data. 
In Chapter three, a class of estimators is proposed, which includes several known and unknown 
estimators as particular members. The properties of this class for a general sampling scheme 
are studied. Results for the simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) are studied 
and the optimum sample sizes are given for the suitable cost function. The class is defined for 
two auxiliary variables where the population mean of one is known while that of other is 
unknown and it is shown that most of the recently developed estimators are the members of this 
class. A comparison has been given with respective to mean square error. We have given the 
percentage gain in efficiency of the optimum estimator of the proposed class over the other 
known estimators for three natural population data. 
In Chapter four, the above study has been extended for stratified samplhig. The combined and 
separate class of estimators two different cases along with their properties for the general 
sampling design. Detail results for the simple random samphng without replacement (SRSWOR) 
and the allocation problems have been discussed Numerical illustrations have been given for the 
natural population data set in case of proportional allocation. 
In Chapter five, we have carried forward to estimate the population means of several study 
variables simultaneously by considering general set up of multiple auxiliary variables. The class 
of estimators has been proposed and its properties for the general sampling design are studied. 
We have given the detailed results for the simple random sampling without replacement 
(SRSWOR) scheme and the optimum sample sizes are given for a suitable cost function. 
Numerical illusti^tions have been given for two natural population data set 
A comprehensive bibliography has been given at the end, which we have consulted during our 
research. 
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Preface 
In many sample survey studies, the information on several auxiliary variables correlated with 
the principal variable under study is either readily available or may be made available by 
diverting a part of the survey resources. This information may be used to improve the precision 
of estimation of parameters such as population mean, total, variance or coefficient of variation 
of the survey variable. The problems of estimation of the population mean (or total) of the 
survey variable in the situations where population means (or total) of all the auxiliary variables 
under consideration are known have been considered by several authors including 01kin(1958), 
Raj(1965), Srivastava(1971), Singh(1969) and Tripathi(1970,1989). In case none of the auxiliary 
variable means are known, the estimation procedures based on two phase sampling schemes have 
been considered by Khan and Tripathi(1967), Tripathi(l 970,1976) Srivastava(1970) and 
Adhvaryu(1978) to cite a few. 
However, in many socio-economic and agricultural surveys, the population means (totals) of 
some of the auxiliary variables may be known while those of the other may not be readily 
available. For example, to estimate the total number of agricultural labourers in a rural block, the 
information about the area and population of the village may be known from the recent District 
Census Hand Book while the information about the number of cultivators and cultivated area of 
the village in the block may not be readily available. 
The estimation of population mean of a survey variable under the partial knowledge of the 
auxiliary means has been considered by Chand(1975), Kiregyera( 1980,1984), Mukerjee et 
a/.(1987), Srivenkataraman and Tracy(1989), Srivastava et a/.(1990), Upadhyaya et a/.(1990, 
1992), Singh(1993), Sahoo and Sahoo(1993), and Sahoo era/.(1994). However, their results are 
confined to the use of two auxiliary variables only, the mean of one being known while that of 
other unknown. The two phase sampling scheme considered by them consists of simple random 
sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) at both the phases. 
We have extended the above study to the situation of several auxiliary variables by considering 
some of the population means of the auxiliary variables are known while those of others are 
unknown for estimating unknown population mean of the study variable. Tripathi and Ahmed 
(1993) and Ahmed et a/.(1993a, 1993b) initiated the use of multiple auxiliary variables in the 
above set up. 
The work contained in this thesis is spread over in five chapters. A comprehensive bibliography 
has been given at the end, which we have consulted during our research. 
In Chapter one, the liistorical background of survey sampling lias been given. Some prominent 
e 
survey statisticians, who played the important roll to make the survey sampling as a different 
discipline of statistics have been also introduced. Some initial works are mentioned, where 
auxiliary variables are properly used to increase the efficiency of the estimators. In case of 
univariate as well as multivariate situations, some important works by using ratio and regression 
estimator are also discussed. 
In Chapter two , Chain ratio, product and ratio-product mixed estimators both weighted as well 
as unweighted by utilizing several correlated variables are considered. We propose the two 
classes of estimators and their improve versions. The properties of these estimators for the 
general sampling scheme are studied. Detail results are given for the sampling scheme simple 
random sample without replacement (SRSWOR) along with cost function. A comparison is made 
with some known well established estimators in case of two auxiliary variables. The relative gain 
in efficiency of the optimum estimator of these estimators over the other estimators is shown for 
the natural population data. 
In Chapter three, a class of estimators is proposed, which includes several known and unknown 
estimators as particular members. The properties of this class for a general sampling scheme 
are studied. Results for the simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) are studied 
and the optimum sample sizes are given for the suitable cost function. The class is defined for 
two auxiliary variables where the population mean of one is known while that of other is 
unknown and it is shown that most of the recently developed estimators are the members of this 
class. A comparison has been given with respective to mean square error. We have given the 
percentage gain in efficiency of the optimum estimator of the proposed class over the other 
known estimators for three natural population data. 
In Chapter four, the above study has been extended for stratified sampling. The combined and 
separate class of estimators two different cases along with their properties for the general 
sampling design. Detail results for the simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) 
IV 
and the allocation problems have been discussed. Numerical illustrations have been given for the 
natural population data set in case of proportional allocation. 
In Chapter five, we have carried forward to estimate the population means of several study 
variables simultaneously by considering general set up of multiple auxiliary variables . The class 
of estimators has been proposed and its properties for the general sampling design are studied. 
We have given the detailed results for the simple random sampling without replacement 
(SRSWOR) scheme and the optimum sample sizes are given for a suitable cost function. 
Numerical illustrations have been given for two natural population data set. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Historical Background of Survey Sampling 
Several attempts, have so far been made towards depicting the history of the development of 
survey sampling, the important branch of statistics by many renowned statisticians among them 
are Bailar(1990), Bellhouse(1988), Chang(1976), Duncan and Shelton(1978), Hansen(1987,1990), 
Hansen et a/.(1985), Kruskal and Mosteller(1980), 01kin(1987), Seng(1951), Smith(1976, 1984, 
1994), Stephan(1948), Stigler(1986), Sukhatme(1966), and Yates(1948). 
A representative sample as first propounded by A.N. Kiaer in 1890's was the initial paradigm 
in survey sampling. Several other examples of sampling procedures prior to Kiaer, however have 
been described by Stephan(1948), Kent(1981), Chang(1976), and Godambe(1976). A.N. Kiaer, 
Norwegian statistician and the first director of the Norwegian Central Buearu of Statistics, a 
position he held from the Bureau's inception 1876 until 1913, was the person who first challenged 
the complete enumeration. His responsibilities included deceimial censuses of population and 
agriculture and many large-scale statistical investigations. At the Berne meeting of hitemational 
Statistical histitute (ISI) in 1895 Kiaer(l895/1896) put forward the idea that a partial investigation 
(i.e. a sample) based on 'representative method' could provide useful information. The object of 
his representative method, the new paradigm in statistical investigations, was that the sample 
should be an approximate miniature of the population. There had been earlier anticipations of this 
idea, e.g., Laplace's estimate of the population of France in 1802 . However, it was Kiaer's 
suggestion of the idea and his subsequent campaign for its acceptance that brought about the 
revolution in data collection. What Kiaer meant by a 'representative sample' is best described 
by Kruskal and Mosteller(1980). Kiaer's reasoning for going the route of 'representative partial 
investigations' is expressed in his 1897 paper (1976, English translation). The initial reaction to 
Kiaer's suggestion was mainly negative although some statisticians were moderately receptive. 
The main opposition, led by George von Mayr of Munich University, was based on the belief 
that a partial investigation could never replace a complete census. In the face of strong opposition 
by relatively eminent statisticians Kiaer did not give up his idea. He returned to the theme at the 
1897 ISI meetings in St. Petersburg and at a conference of Scandinavian statisticians held in 
Stockholm in the same year. At the latter meeting he made progress in getting his ideas accepted 
and a conference resolution gave guarded support for the representative method. At the 1901 and 
1903 ISI meetings in Budapest and Berlin respectively, Kiaer continued to make the case for 
acceptance of the representative method, while at the same time clarifying his position and he 
was supported in a letter at the 1901 meetings by Caroll D. Wright, founder of the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics and later by A.L. Bowley, who became a member of the ISI in 1903. Wright's 
impact on survey sampling was minimal. Wright had carried out a number of sample surveys in 
United States. Kruskal and Mosteller(1980) contend that he had a 'superficial view of 
representative sampling' in comparison with Kiaer's but Wright died in 1909 during the period 
of gradual acceptance of the idea. Any influence he may have had on sampling in the United 
States died with him. 
Arthur Lyon Bowley, who brought randomization in survey sampling to the fore and at the 
same time he developed a theory of purposive selection. Like Kiaer, Bowley actively promoted 
his own ideas on sampling and randomization in particular. Bowley was a descendent of the 
British statistical movement of the nineteenth century. The social reformers of the 1820's, 30's 
and 40's had formed statistical societies in various cities in England for examining issues such 
as the state of the poor. They had run surveys during these years, often complete enumerations 
of towns or parts of cities, and had soon run into problems financing their activities. Later in the 
nineteenth century many statisticians tended to resort to secondary analyses of data collected by 
government bureaus. Some notable exceptions and notable English social surveyors of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were Charles Booth and Seebohm Rowntree, both of 
whom canied out self-financed studies of poverty in London and York respectively. Bowley 
came directly out of this tradition. He carried out a study of poverty in Reading in 1912 and 
compared his results to Rowntree's. A major difference between his and Rowntree's investigations 
was that Bowley's study was based on sample survey and the survey respondents were randomly 
chosen. Bowley sought to give an empirical verification to a type of central limit theorem for 
simple random sampling in his 1906's paper. The motivation for the work was from a number 
of theoretical results of Edgeworth, see, Bowley(1906). In appealing to Edgeworth, Bowley was 
taking the first step in making inferences independent of any model that may apply to the 
population. Bowley mentioned that Edgeworth's results apply to "almost any curve of frequency 
satisfying simple and common conditions". Using a crude random number table (the last digits 
in a table from Nautical Almanac) Bowley chose a random sample ( It is not stated whether it 
was with or without replacement) of size 400 from a population of 3878 yield rates for dividends 
on companies listed in Investor's Record. The 400 sampled items were recorded in the order in 
which they were chosen and then successively put into 40 groups of 10. The empirical 
distribution of the 40 sample means was compared to a normal curve and was found to be 
adequately described by it. Bowley also noted that the results he obtained were independent of 
the size of the population from which he was sampling. This observation is not completely 
accurate since he did not include the finite population correction factor in the sample mean. The 
correct result was obtained a few years later by Isserlis(1918). A similar empirical sampling study 
was repeated the following year in Bowley's textbook of statistics, see, Bowley(1907). Bowley 
already appears to be looking ahead in promoting the technique of random sampling in his 1906 
paper and his later study of poverty in the mound of Booth and Rowntree. In promoting the 
technique of random sampUng in his 1906 paper, he says: 
' The method of sampling is, of course, only one of many instance of the application of the 
theory of probability to statistics. I have taken it at length because the method is so persistently 
neglected, and even when it is used the test of precision is ignored. We are thus throwing aside 
a very powerful weapon of research. It is frequently impossible to cover a whole area, as the 
census does, or as Mr. Rowntree here (The paper was from an address given at York) and Mr. 
Booth successfully accomplished, but it was not necessary. We can obtain as good results as we 
please by sampling, and very often quite small samples are enough, the only difficulty is to 
ensure that every person or thing has the same chance of inclusion in the investigation.' 
Bowley has probably equated random sampling to any sampling scheme in which the inclusion 
probabilities are the same for every sampling units. This idea recured in his 1912 sample of 
Reading, see, Bowley(1913). Here 1 in 10 systematic sample buildings of Reading was chosen 
from street listings in the local directory. Nonresidential buildings were eliminated from the 
sample as well as those residences of the ' Principal Residents' and remained was a sample of 
1350 working-class houses. A sample of this size was found too large to cover adequately and 
so every second house was sampled to obtain an initial sample of 677 houses. After eliminating 
houses in which the occupier was considered to be not of the working class and after some 
reasonable substitution for nonexistent houses which were listed in the directory, a final sample 
of 622 houses was obtained. In his report of tlie results of the sampling investigation Bowley 
applied the results of his 1906 paper thus equating random and systematic sampling. Bowley 
came to recognize the difference in efficiencies of random and systematic samplings after one 
or two year. The Reading sample was studied along with similarly chosen systematic samples 
taken from three other English towns, Northampton, Warrington and Stanley and the results were 
published with A.R. Burnett-Hurst in 1915 in a book entitled Livelihood and Poverty, a book 
which has remained a classic sociological study to this day. hi an analysis of the sampling 
results, Bowley again applies his 1906 results to the sample data and he also check the 
representativeness of his samples by comparing his sample results to known population counts 
for variables on which these counts were available. For two cases in which he found a 
discrepancy between his sample and official statistics, on further checking he discovered that the 
official statistics were in error. 
Bowley's best remembered contribution to sampling theory was through the commission 
appointed in 1924 by the International Statistical histitute to study the application of the 
'representative method'. The commission reported its findings to the ISI meeting in Rome in 
1925 at which a resolution was adopted which gave acceptance to certain samplmg methods both 
by random and purposive selection. The work of commission and its report are discussed in detail 
by Yates(1946), Seng(1951) and Kruskal and Mosteller(1980). Bowley and Adolph Jensen were 
the major discussants for the commission's report; Jensen provided a lengthy description of the 
representative method in practice while Bowley provided a theoretical monograph summarizing 
the known results in random and purposive selection, see, Bowley(1926) and Jesen(1926). In 
addition to several other ideas, the monograph contains a development of stratified sampling with 
proportional allocation, sometimes referred to as Bowley allocation, and a theoretical 
development of purposive selection through correlations between control variables and the 
variable of interest. The latter development included formulae for the measurement of the 
precision of the estimate under a purposive sampling design. The work on proportional allocation 
reflects Bowled's continued desire to maintain equal inclusion probabilities for all units in a 
randomized sampling design. The two methods of sampling, randomization and purposive 
selection, both under certain rules of operation, remained the standard acceptable methods of 
sampling for next decade. A purposively selected balanced sample which gave reasonable results 
had been described by Jensen(1926b, 1928). 
Neyman's 1934 paper on sampling was immediately recognized as an important contribution 
to the field of statistics. Kruskal and Mosteller(1980) described the work as 'the Neyman 
watershed' and Hansen et a/.(1985) commented that the 'paper played a paramount role in 
promoting theoretical research, methodological developments, and applications of probability 
sampling'. The work is obviously recognized by many statisticians as a paradigm, according to 
Kuhn(1970)'s terminology, in statistical work. It is of interest to examine this since others, 
especially Bowley, had been critical of purposive selection and the result in the paper on 
allocation in stratified sampling had been previously, although independently, obtained by 
Tschuprow (1923). The main point of Neyman's paper was the comparison of stratified random 
sampling with purposive sampling, his new method of confidence intervals and the second line 
of attack was empirical. He showed that the balanced sample of Italian census records drawn by 
Gini and Galvani had failed to provide satisfactory estimates for many variables. This combined 
attack was overwhelming and since that day random sampling has reigned supreme with any 
advocate of balanced sampling having to take a defensive position. But balanced sampling still 
survives in the form of quota sampling and is widely employed in market research. Perhaps the 
empirical evidence is not so strong! In fact, reading some of the other papers in the 1926 ISI 
report, reveals that balanced sampling had given satisfactory results on many occasions. Neyman's 
new theory of inference liberated sampling form its equal probability straight-jacket and implicit 
in optimal allocation is the idea that units from different strata can enter the sample with different 
probabilities. Equally important was the fact that confidence intervals for cluster samples could 
be computed using the selection probabilities for the groups. Since the groups were usually of 
unequal sizes the estimator would be a ratio mean and this led Neyman to Greay's results on 
ratios. Smith(1976) commented: 
^ By modern standards any one of Neyman's ideas would have been worthy of publication but 
in one paper he develops a new theory of inference, introduces the ideas of efficiency and of 
optimum allocation, provides a framework for inferences from cluster samples, and presents a 
powerful case for rejecting purposive sampling. In a later paper he develops two-phase sampling. 
The only major features of current survey design that he failed to introduce were multi-stage 
sampling and variable probability sampling, but these followed logically from his work'. 
The diffusion of Neyman's ideas on random sampling received a further stimulus when W. 
Edwards Deming invited Neyman to come to Washington, DC to give a series of lectures on 
sampling in 1937. According to Duncan and Shelton(1978) the 1934 paper had little impact on 
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U.S. government statisticians until the visit. They attribute this and the fact that Neyman had 
greater influence than other visiting statisticians to 'Neyman's ability to relate theory to practice 
from personal experience in the economic and social fields ...'. One other advance in sampling 
came out of these lectures. A question was put to Neyman about two-phase sampling during the 
lectures. Neyman's solution to the problem introduced the use of cost functions into survey 
sampling theory. 
The sampling seeds sown by Neyman in the United States soon bore fruit in the U.S. Bureau 
of Census through the work of Morris Hansen and William Hurwitz and their colleagues. Hansen 
joined tlie Bureau in 1935 and he became the member of the Statistical Research Division, 
begiiming in 1936. Hurwitz joined the Bureau in 1940 and he became the member of the 
Statistical Research Division, from the time he joined the Bureau. In 1942 Hansen became chief 
of the Division. The Division's major mission was to develop sampling methods for use of the 
Bureau. It was a time when random sampling was gaining acceptance by U.S. government 
agencies and Duncan and Shelton(1978) noted that few randomized surveys were carried out in 
the thirties. They also provide an interesting description of the politics surrounding the 
introduction of sampling in the 1940 U.S. Census and the diplomacy used by Hansen to have 
random sampling methods accepted throughout the Bureau in the thirties and forties. In the early 
1940's Hansen and Hurwitz (especially in their 1943 paper) made some fundamental contributions 
to sampling theory and their 1943 Annals paper they took an important step forward by extending 
the idea of sampling with unequal inclusion probabilities for units in different strata as put 
forward by Neyman to differing inclusion probabilities for all units within a stratum. This 
allowed the development of very complex multi-stage sampling designs that are backbone of 
8 
large-scale social and economic survey research. With these surveys large samples with 
acceptable (not necessarily minimal) levels of variance could be conducted at a reasonable cost. 
The influence of Hansen and Hurwitz through the U.S. Bureau of Census on the future 
development of sampling theory and methods is not to be under-estimated. Duncan and 
Shelton(1978) described that the degree of their influence as \.. in the history of sampling theory 
the only other institution which can claim more distinguished alumni and more profound 
influence on thought is probably University College of the University of London under the 
leadership of Karl Pearson, his son Egon S. Pearson, R.A. Fisher, and for a short time, Jerzy 
Neyman.' 
There were many contributions by others to survey sampling in the period up to 1945. One big 
gap is the influence of R.A. Fisher and the work on sampling at Rothamsted by Yates and the 
researchers Rothamsted produced such as W.G. Cochran. Their contributions are described in 
Yates (1946). 
Ralio and regression estimation were introduced during the 1930s with a comprehensive account 
of the theory being provided by Cochran (1942). The theory for systematic sampling was given 
by Madow and Madow (1944). Cochran (1946) examines the accuracy of systematic sampling 
under specific assumptions about the population. This paper is of particular interest due to its use 
of superpopulation models for efficiency comparisons, for here was one of the earliest 
indications that Neyman's approach, being free of population assumptions, was in fact too general 
for establishing useful results about efficiencies. 
The Indian Statistical Institute, set up in 1931 by Mahalanobis, played a major role in the 
development of sample survey theory and practice. For example, the problem of estimation of 
crop yields was a primary stimulus to the use of sampling techniques in India. The tremendous 
growth in India of the use of sampling techniques, and of research into sam^ing theory and 
methods, may be credited to P.C. Mahalanobis. Mahalanobis was interested in survey sampling 
as early as 1932. By the end of that decade he had been deeply involved in the successful 
completion of several gradually expanding exploratory surveys to estimate the acreage under jute 
in Bengal, see, Mahalanobis(1940, 1944). A full large-scale survey was carried out in 1941 and 
that was in cormection with these surveys that Mahalonobis brought to full development the 
method of interpenetrating subsamples for variance estimation, which has led to the ideas of 
replicated sampling and techniques such as the jackknife. It is of interest to note here that Fisher's 
work at Rothamsted was innuenced by some early random sampling studies carried out in India 
by Hubback(1927). Fisher, in return helped to convince the Indian Central Jute Committee, the 
agency responsible for collecting the appropriate agricultural statistics in the Bengal surveys, of 
the usefulness of a randomized survey after the first exploratory survey of 1937 had been 
completed, see, Box(1978) and Mahalanobis(1944). 
At Rothamsted survey design and analysis developed alongside the work on experimental 
design and analysis, with Yates playing a fundamental role in both areas. Stimulated by the U.N. 
Sampling Commission Yates produced the first edition of his outstanding book Sampling 
Methods for Censuses and Surveys published in 1949. The coverage of standard survey designs 
was virtually completed by Patterson (1950) giving a theory for the design and analysis of 
repeated surveys. 
The time was right for consolidation of all this material and the first editions of a series of texts 
devoted solely to surveys began to appear. Yates (1949), and Deming (1950), were followed 
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quickly by Cochran (1953), Hansen et a/.(1953) and Sukhatme (1954). 
Horvitz and Thomson (1952) presented a fundamental paper in the developqient of sample 
survey theory. Horvitz and Thompson noted that the concept of a linear estimator, as applied by 
Neyman, was not as straightforward as it appeared since there were many classes of linear 
estimators being proposed in the literature. One of the results of Horvitz and Thompson's paper 
was that it stimulated interest in finite population inference among mainstream mathematical 
statisticians. Despite their immense practical importance sample surveys had been neglected by 
most statisticians, possibly because Neyman's theory had appeared so comprehensive. Now it was 
clear that there were major philosophical problems in defining concepts like "linear" and "best" 
for finite populations and so mathematical statisticians well versed in general theories of 
inference timed their attention to finite populations. Some other classes of linear estimators were 
discussed by Koop(1953, 1963) and later Ajgaonkar(1965, 1969). 
The work of Horvitz and Thomson (1952) was incorporated in the second editions of the above 
texts and in the later books by, for example, Sampford (1962), Kish (1965), Murthy (1967) and 
Raj (1968). 
The subject matter which lead to the development of some sampling ideas has been restricted 
to social and economic surveys. There were other subject matter areas which stimulated 
developments, most notably agriculture and forestry, see Yates(1946), Dalenius(1957) and 
Prodan(1958). 
Moreover in narrowing the focus of the history some insights into the development of sampling 
technique become apparent. A major motivating force behind many so-called classical sampling 
methods is the execution of large-scale social and economic surveys. There is a gradual move 
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away from reliance on models for design and estimation toward and pure randomization approach 
so that the minimum of assumptions may be made about the population. As shown by 
Neyman(1934) sampling designs and estimation techniques based on incorrect models can lead 
to disastrous results. Beginning with Bowley, an appeal is made to a central limit theorem, since 
the sample sizes are large, in order to obtain interval estimates for the quantities of interest. By 
the 1940's the focus of the sampling design was on reducing or minimizing the cost to sample 
while at the sample while at the same time retaining an acceptable, though not necessarily 
minimal, level of variance. One final insight is that in every new breakthrough a major marketing 
campaign was carried out to get the new ideas accepted. 
V.P. Godambe in 1955, first challenged the design-based approach to survey sampling and may 
be credited with creating a new paradigm in the field, that of establishing the logical foundations 
of estimation theory in survey sampling. Godambe (1955) confirmed first the Horvitz-Thomson 
conjecture about linear estimators. The characteristics displayed by the new paradigm were 
exactly the same as the classical paradigm of randomization, only the motivation was different. 
Indeed, Godambe's (1955) result may be viewed as a paradigm in Kuhn(1970)'s framework. The 
result was sufficiently novel and open-ended that a number of statisticians were attracted to work 
on theoretical problems in survey sampling. Cassel et al.'s (1977) book is an eloquent testimony 
to the scope and volume of the work generated by Godambe's original questioning of the 
foundations of the subject. There is one further parallel to the paradigm of randomization; 
Godambe has actively promoted his point of view both in and out of print. One of the ways out 
of Godambe's theorem on the nonexistence of a unique minimum variance unbiased estimator of 
the finite population mean is to assume a super-population model on the character of interest. The 
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formulation of super-population models dates back at least to Cochran's(1946) classic paper on 
systematic sampling. The current use of models turns the clock back to the early days of 
sampling when models were used in both the design and estimation stage of the sampling 
process. This route has been taken by Richard Royall and his school. Royall(1970) found that 
by purposively selecting the units associated with the largest covariate values, the model variance 
of the ratio estimator was minimized under a regression model through the origin. Following 
criticism of this approach that the estimator could be severely biased under other model 
assumptions, Royall and Herson(1973) put forward a method of balanced sampling to retain the 
model unbiased property of the ratio estimator under polynomial regression models. This is 
distinctly reminiscent of the balanced sampling techniques of the twenties, the difference being 
that Royall could show some optimality properties for his methods. Although Royairs(1970) 
result had been obtained earlier by Brewer(1963), Royall's school of model-based inference, 
following his 1970 paper, has all the elements of a paradigm in sampling. There are a number 
of researchers who has been drawn away from other possible areas of activity to follow the 
model-based approach and this did not occur after Brewer's(1963) paper. Moreover, like 
Godambe and the proponents of the randomization paradigm, Royall has actively promoted his 
ideas. 
Models are essential for dealing with all forms of non-sampling errors, including coverage 
errors, Nonresponse, response errors and processing errors, and it is also accepted that models 
help in the choice of estimators, especially when covariates are available. A recent distinction has 
been drawn between model-assisted estimators and model dependent estimators. A model assisted 
estimator is chosen to satisfy both model-based criteria and design-based criteria. For example, 
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a regression estimator may be chosen because of the anticipated population structure, and it can 
then be made approximately design-unbiased. Brewer(1979), Isaki and Fuller(1982), 
Samdal(1980), Hansen et a/.(1983), and many others, advocate a model-assisted approach in 
some form. Alternatively a design can be chosen to make an estimator based on a model 
approximately design-unbiased, as in Little(1983), but Brewer et a/.(1988) show that this is not 
usually the best procedure. Of those who favour a strict model-dependent approach, Rubin(1985) 
advocates using the selection probabilities of probability sampling as covariates, he calls them 
propensity scores, and Smith (1988) shows that when the propensity scores are measures of size 
size-biased sampling models and method of moments estimators lead to the familiar Horvitz-
Thompson(1952) estimator. Thus selection probabilities can have a role in model-based inference, 
and so right through to the stage of choosing an estimator there is indeed a large measure of 
agreement between the two schools. Discussion arises only in the choice of variance, and hence 
in the final inference. 
Debate over the use of models in sampling has continued in the literature even at conferences 
to the present day. The most recent published criticism of Royall's model-based approach with 
a rebuttal from Richard Royall may be found in Hansen et a/.(1983) and Brewer et aZ.(1988). 
The major theoretical research effort in sample surveys over the last fifteen years has been 
devoted to solving important practical problems rather than to the foundations of inference. The 
Committee on National Statistics established the Panel on Incomplete Data in 1977 under the 
chairmanship of Ingram Olkin. This resulted in a three volume report. Incomplete Data in Sample 
Surveys (1983), which summarised the state of the art at that time. One major advance reported 
was in the area of imputation for missing values, see, Rubin(1987). The recent book by Groves 
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(1989) is excellent on the individual components of error but fails to integrate them into a 
measure of total survey error and total cost within a single survey. The best case study have 
been given by Linacre and Trewin (1989), who evaluated several sources of error simultaneously 
in the course of redesigning a survey of businesses in Australia. 
Two technical areas which have been observed to have seen recent advances are the analysis 
of survey data and small area estimation. Log-linear models and generalised linear models, 
McCullagh and Nelder (1989), enable us to use the full range of analysis of variance type 
techniques on contingency tables. The work of Koch and his colleagues, for example, Koch e.t 
a/.(1975) and of Rao and Scott and their colleagues, for example, Rao and Scott (1984) show 
how these methods can be adapted to surveys of complex design. The recent books by Skirmer 
et a/.(1989), Hedayat and Sinha(1991), Bamnett(1991), Chaudhuri and Stenger(1992), 
Thompson(1992) and Siirndal et al.(1992) used these papers alongwith many others as important 
references. Skinner et a/.(1989) covers the techniques for the multivariate analysis of survey data 
and Samdal et a/. (1992) covers all fields of model based as well as model assisted survey 
sampling.. Although models are essential for exploratory analysis, the techniques of 
randomization inference can be used for descriptive analysis if the finite population is assumed 
to be selected at random from a superpopulation. Binder (1983) shows how to employ generalised 
linear models within a descriptive framework, using an estimating function approach as in 
Godambe and Thompson(1986). 
Recent model-based theoretical work have been done considering the population not as a series 
of unknown fixed entities but as a realisation of an underlying stochastic process, for example. 
Bell and Hillmer (1990), Scott et al (1977). This approach leads to new methods of estimation 
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and to alternative definitions of concepts such as change. Repeated surveys offer a major 
challenge to randomization inference, both conceptually and practically. Estimates of flows 
between two time periods are subject to severe biases in the presence of measurement errors and 
Nonresponse, see Chua and Fuller (1987), and if, as is always the case in practice, the weights 
differ at the two time points, then units showing no change can contribute to the measure of 
change, see Fienberg and Stasny (1983). 
Another approach is to assume that the finite population has itself been generated as a random 
sample from an infinite superpopulation. If this superpopulation can be specified in a preventional 
parametric form, for example as a Gamma distribution or a Normal distribution, from the values 
not in the sample, the study variable can be related to those in the sample via the assumed 
superpopulation distribution. This approach places finite population sampling in the conventional 
area of predictive statistical inference. Superpopulation models have been used for comparing 
estimators by many authors but the idea of using them for developing optimal estimators is more 
recent. Ericson (1969) and Scott and Smith (1969) have used this idea within a Bayesian 
framework for inference. Some recent works in this area are Datta and Ghosh(1991), Ghosh and 
Lahiri(1987, 1992), Ghosh and Rao(1991), Ghosh and Kim(1993), and Nandram and 
Sedransk(1993). 
1.2 Auxiliary Information in Survey Sampling 
The works of Bowley(1926) and Neyman( 1934,1938), the foundation stones of modem 
sampling theory, dealing with stratified random sampling and putting forward a theoretical 
criticism of non-random sampling (purposive sampling), may perhaps be referred to as the initial 
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works, in the history of sample surveys, utilizing the auxiliary information. It was a general 
intuitive feeling of the survey statisticians, even during 1930's that the customary method of 
estimating the population mean or total of a variable of interest, say Y, may be improved to give 
higher precision of estimation if the information supplied by a related variable (auxiliary variable, 
supplementary variable, concomitant variable, ancillary variable), say X, is incorporated 
intelligible in the estimation procedure. The works of Watson(1937) and Cochran( 1940,1942) 
were the initial works making use of auxiliary information in devising estimation procedures 
leading to improvement in precision of estimation. 
Hansen and Hurwitz (1943) were the first to suggest the use of auxiliary information in 
selecting the units with varying probabilities. 
In most of the survey situations, the auxiliary information is always available. It may either be 
readily available or may be made available without much difficulty by diverting a part of the 
survey resources. The customary sources of obtaining relevant auxiliary information on one or 
more variables are various census data, previous surveys, pilot survey etc. The auxiliary 
information may in fact be available in various forms. Some of which may be enumerated as 
follows (Tripathi et a/. (1989)) : 
I. The values of one or more auxiliary variables X =(X,,X2,...,X,|)' may be available a prior 
only for some units of a finite population. 
II. Values of one or more parameters of X e.g. population mean(s), variance (or dispersion 
matrix), coefficient(s) of variation, coefficient(s) of skewness and kurtosis may be known. In 
other words one or more parameters (l)j(X); j = 1,2, ..., k may be known. 
III. The exact values of parameters (j)j(X) may not be available but the quantities (t)"'j(X) and 
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(|)'^ 'j(X) such that (l)"*j(X) < (j)j(X)< (t)'^ 'j(X) may be known e.g. it may be known that mean X 
and variance ol of an auxiliary variable X are such that a < X < b and c< o^ ^d where a, b, c 
and d are known. 
TV. The values of one or more auxiliary variables may be known for all units of a finite 
population or the marginal (frequency) distribution of X is completely specified. 
It may be mentioned that in addition to the information on auxiliary variable X (in one form 
or the other), information about the principle variable Y may also be available in summary form 
in some cases. For example coefficient of variation Cy of Y may be known exactly (Searls 
(1964)) or approximately or bounds for population mean Y may be available. 
Various research works confirm the view that in what ever form the auxiliary information be 
available one may always utilize it to devise sampling strategies which are better (if not 
uniformly then at least in a part of the parametric space) than those in which no auxiliary 
information in utilized. The method of utilization of auxiliary information depends on the form 
in which it is available. 
Ln sample surveys, the auxiliary information may be utilized in the ways (Tripathi(1970, 1973, 
1976)): 
I. The information on one or more auxiliary variables X =(Xi, Xj, ..., X^)' may be used at the 
planning or designing stage of the survey. For example, in stratifying the population according 
to the frequency distribution of X. 
II. The information on one or more auxiliary variables may be used at the sample selection stage 
of the survey. For example, in selecting the units for sample with or without replacement and 
with varying probabilities proportional to some suitable measure of size based on Z = (j)(X,, 
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X2,"-»Xq). 
III. The information on one or more auxiliary variables may be used at the estimation stage e.g. 
through defining ratio estimator based on the auxiliary information, for estimating a parameter 
(})(Y) of variable of interest Y. 
Obviously the auxiliary information may be used in mixed ways as well by combining any two 
or all of the above three basic ways. 
1.3 Some Estimation Procedures using Auxiliary Variable(s) 
The univariate ratio and regression estimator (Cochran(1940,1942)) for population mean Y of 
variable of interest Y based on the knowledge of population mean X of an auxiliary character 
X are well known in the sample survey literature and their detailed study in case of simple 
random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) and simple stratified sampling is available in 
various books e.g. Cochran(1977), Sukhatme era/.(1984), Raj(1968), Murthy (1967), Kish(1965), 
Yates(1960, 1980) and Deming (1960). Later these univariate estimators were extended to various 
sampling designs by several authors. 
The ratio estimator being biased, the efforts were made to obtain unbiased or almost unbiased 
ratio estimator and their approximate variances (as well their estimate) by various authors, among 
them are Lahiri(1951), Midzuno(1951), Hartly and Ross (1954), Tukey(1958), Durbin(1959), 
Mickey(1959), Beale(1962), Tin(1965), Rao and Beegle(1968), Arvesen(1969), Rao(1969), Rao 
and Rao(1971), Hutchin(1971), Rao and Kuzik(1974), defined an unbiased ratio estimator based 
on SRSWOR and knowledge of X. 
Basically the following five methods have been used to obtain unbiased or almost unbiased 
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ratio estimators (AURES) : 
I. Technique of bias correction, see, Hartly and Ross(1954), Beale(1962) and Tin(1965). 
II. Jack-Knife technique, see, Quenoul]e(1956), Durbin(1959) and Mickey(1959). 
III. Mahalanobis's technique of interpretating sub-samples , see, Murthy and Nanjamma(1959). 
IV. By selecting the units with varying probabilities based on information for X , see, 
Lahiri(1951) and Sen(1952). 
V. Bootstrap method, see, Efron(1979). 
The use of multivariate auxiliary information in defining ratio and regression estimator for 
estimating population mean Y, under various situations, has been considered among others, by 
01kin(1958), Raj(1965), Srivastava(1965, 1966a, 1971), Shukla(1965, 1966), Rao and 
Mudholkar(1967), Singh(1967a), Khan and Tripathi(1967), Tripathi(1970, 1976), Wright(1983) 
and Samdal et a/.(1987). Tripathi(1987a) unified most of the above results by considering a class 
of estimators based on general sampling design and multivariate information. 
Srivastava and Jhajj(] 981) and Das and Tripathi(1981c) considered the simultaneous utilization 
of A and ol for estimation of Y. 
A number of works have been done during 1970's and 1980's to estimate other finite population 
characteristics e.g. coefficient of variation, correlation coefficient, regression coefficient and ratio 
of two population means, see, Rao(1957), Singh(1965, 1967b, 1969), Rao and Pereira(1968) and 
Tripathi(1970). 
The use of more than one auxiliary variables in defining the selection probabilities to select 
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the units with varying probabilities and with replacement has been considered by Maiti and 
Tripathi(1967), Agarwal and Singh(1980), Maiti and Tripathi (1987), T. J. Rao(1993a, 1993b) 
and many others. 
Chand(1975) considered so-called chain ratio estimator for estimating unknown population 
mean by using two auxiliary variables, where population mean of one is known while other is 
unknown. With the above set up of auxiliary variables a number of works have been done, see, 
Kiregyrea(1980, 1984), Mukerjee et a/.(1987), Srivenkataraman and Tracy(I989), Srivastava et 
fl/.(1990), Upadhyaya et a/.(1990, 1992), Singh(1993), Sahoo and Sahoo(1993), and Sahoo et 
a/.(1993). 
Tripathi and Ahmed(1993) and Ahmed et a/.(1993) have been initiated the use of multiple 
auxiliary variables in more general set up by considering some of the population means of the 
auxiliary variables are known while that of others are unknown for estimating unknown 
population mean of the study variable. Some of the other works are Ahmed et a/.(1994, 95). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
A GENERAL CHAIN RATIO AND PRODUCT ESTIMATORS 
2.1 Introduction 
For studying the rural unemployment in a district sub-division the information on number of 
inhabitants and the number of persons engaged in agricultural and allied activities may be 
available from previous census records for tlie villages while the information on number of 
households and business establishments may not be readily available at the village level. 
Similarly, for estimating the total yield of a particular crop the total area and cultivated area may 
be available for the villages. These examples refer to the situation where for estimating the 
population total (or mean) of a survey variable, the knowledge on the population totals of some 
of the related variables is available while that on some other correlated variables is not readily 
available. It is natural to resort to double sampling schemes to deal with such situations. 
The so-called chain-ratio, chain-product, chain-regression and ratio-cum-product estimators have 
been considered for the above situations by Chand(1975), Kiregyera(1980,1984), Mukerjee et 
fl/.(1987), Srivenkataramana and Tracy(1989), Upadhyaya et a/.(1990, 1992), Srivastava et 
a/.(1990), Prasad et a/.(1992) Sahoo and Sahoo(1993), Singh(1993) and Sahoo et a/.(1994). 
However, the estimation procedures proposed by them are confined to the only two auxiliary 
variables, where the population mean of one of them being known while that of other unknown. 
Recently, Tripathi and Ahmed(1993), and Ahmed et a/.(1993) have carried forward the above 
study by considering multiple regression estimators, regression-cum-ratio and regression-cum-
product estimators. 
Here, we further carry forward to the more natural situation of utilizing several correlated 
variables by considering multiple chain ratio, product and multiple ratio product mixed estimators 
both weighted as well as unweighted. 
2.2 The Sampling Scheme and the Proposed Estimators 
Let U = { UpU^, .,U^,...Uj^] denotes a finite population of N distinct and identifiable units. Let 
Y and {X^,X2,.••,X ,X^) denote the study variable and q-auxiliary variables with population 
means Y and {Xy,X2,...,X X ) respectively, where {X^,X2,...,Xi^) is known while 
(X/^^^,Xj^^2'...,X) is unknown (k<q). Let a first phase sample 5, of fixed size n, be drawn from 
the population according to a specified samphng design (say, D, and all the auxiliary variables 
iX,,X^,...,X„...,X) be observed. Let X ,,^  be an unbiased estimate of X, based on 5,. Then a 
second phase sample ^2 of fixed size n^ {n2<n^) is selected as a sub-sample(or independent) 
of Sj according to same or different sampling design(say, Dj) and the information for the study 
variable Y be collected. Let K.j) '^^'^ ^j (2) ^^ ^^^ unbiased estimates of Y and X respectively 
based on ^2. 
For estimating / , one may consider the estimation procedures 
/ I A^d) rAA A ; (2) 
and t2= Y,2,[J: U^ i^f'- t v^  (i^f^ ] ...(2.2.2) 
J 1 ^j ( 1 ) ;='<--*l ^j ( 2 ) 
where o '^s, bj's, dj's, and hj's are suitably chosen constants and u's, and v 's, are fixed weights 
such that XI " / XI ^ ' • 
It is observed that the estimators t^ and fj don't able to use the information X (2)G=l>2,...,k), 
which are readily available. By incorporating these information, one may consider the following 
estimators 
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h- 2^)11 (-^)^'-n (-^)'^ " •••(2-2-3) j - \ X ^ - d , ./•=! A^.(2) 
and /4=[>^ (2) l E < ( ^ ) ' ^ ' T ^ / ( ^ ) ' ^ ' l l ...(2.2.4) 
7 1 A:. (1) r~\ x^(2) 
where o^ -^ 's, /jy*'s, dj'%, and /z^ *'s are suitably chosen constants, and uj's,, and Vy*'s, are fixed 
weights such tliat ^ "y*' X/ ^j* ^ ' • 
If /7y*=0 and v*=0 for j=l,2,...,k then the estimators fj and 4^ coincide with t^ and ?2 
respectively i.e the estimators t^ and t^ are the generalization of the estimators t^ and ?2 
respectively. 
We may find the some simple form of t^ for different choices of u* and Vy*. For example, if My' 
and v*= ^ (w is a fixed known weight) in (2.2.4), then t. is 
w 
;^=^ 2)[i E (-^ )^ ^ ^ - ^ E (-^ri •••(2-2.5) 
^VH ^/C) ^ -^^ l ^/(2) 
» « w • w • 
Again if 6?, =1 and /z, =1, and weights M,* = —^  and v,' = ^ ^ , then we 
J J •' 2 -' 2 
have /^  as 
4^**- >;2) j [ E ^^ ; ( ^ ^ ) ' ' E < ( - ^ / ' ' J ...(2.2.6) 2 f 
^ ' ^ / ( l ) ^•' ' ^ / ( 2 ) 
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2.3 The Properties of the Estimators 
We will assume that X 2^) is defined such as to be conditionally unbiased for X^- ^j^ i.e. the 
conditional expectation (given S^) 
^(i; .(2))=X. (1), for all j=l,2,..., q. ...(2.3.1) 
Further, we have the conditional covariance (given 5,) 
Q(^jiiy ^•(i))==0 and C, (Xj^^^, r^^^)=0, ( say, E^iY^^{) = Y^,^) for j=l,2,..,q. ...(2.3.2) 
where B2 ^^ ^^  ^2 stand for conditional expection and covariance respectively. 
It is always possible to define unbiased estimators Xj ^2) ^  ^j (i) ^^^ ^(2) provided each U-e\J, 
U^{U^,U2,...,Uj,...,Ui) has positive probability of selection for fixed size sampling scheme, for 
example, if 7Tj,Ti2,...,'n,,...,-n:^; TI,>0 for all U^e\], (Y^^'^rn^) are the inclusion probabilities 
fori', and K ,*,TT:2*,...,TI: ,*,...,7t„*; 7T*>0 for all U,e.S^ (^^, TT: '-712) ^^ ^ ^he inclusion probabilities 
for S^, where TX*=K, .TX,,^  , TX ,^  is the conditional inclusion probability of i-th unit in 52(given, 
i",), then one may define 
( See, Samdal et. al(l992)) 
Denoting m.], C.iXj ^,^,Xj, ^,^), m y^ ^i^^ (X -^(2), X., 2^)) 
«/-^,(-^-(,)'^2>^2))> «/-^i^('^;(2v>^2)) and /?. 4^ ...(2.3.4) 
where B^ and C, stand for unconditional expectation and covariance respectively. 
Lemma 2.3.1 
Under the assumption (2.3. J) and (2.3.2), we have 
^(^j(2r^/i2)^- ^V" % ' «"^ ^(^-(2)' ^2))= V «y ...(2.3.5) 
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Proof. 
We know, C (^^ (2)' ^/'(2)) '^I^Z^^/CD' ^/'(2)) ''^i Q ( ^ (2)' ^ '(2)) 
Again, C(^^ (2)' >^ (2)) ^^,^2('^.(2)' J^ (2)) '^,^-J'^y(2)> >^ 2)) 
Lemma 2.3.2 
Let 6,,2, - ^ ^ ^ , S^d) ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ' W6^<2) ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ' , /Ae« H^e/^ ave 
and ^ [ ( 6 , ( 2 ) ' ^ ( L ) X 6 / ( 2 ) - 6 / ( i , ) J = - ^ •••(2-3.6) 
Proof 
Since K(2) ^^d X^ ^^  are the unbiased estimates of Y and X respectively, then 
^(6.(2))=^(S,(2))=^(5,(,))=0, ^ ( 6 i ( 2 ) ) - 4 - ^ ( >^2)->^)' = 4-T^(>^2)). 
r Y 
and .fi'rfi fi ) <^(-^(i)' ^o(2)) <^(^;(i),>^(>"„(2)) «y* 
KA; YXJ YXJ 
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^[(^y(2)^^-(i)X5/(2)-5/(i))]^ ' ^ t ( ^ / ( 2 ) ~ ^ ( l ) ) ' ( ^ - ' ( 2 ) " " ^ - ' ( l ) ) ] _ ^1 Q<^j (2)' ^ f (2)) _ ^jji 
X.Xji XjXj, XjXj, 
and ^(5. , ,6, . , , )--^l^il i2; ;5W..^ • 
XjX^, XjXj, 
We may write r, defined in (2.2.3) as 
h= n i - 6 „ , , p n (] ^6^ , , ) - ' ' . n (1 -5 ,a ) ) ' ' 0 ^6y(2)) ' ' •••(2-3.7) 
/ 1 /-I 
and L defined in (2.2.4) as 
. q 
k- y (1 ' S„(2))E ''/(^ ^^Ci)) ' ' T ^/(l ^ S^(i))'^0 ' ^(2))"'' ] -•(2.3.8) 
Now, assume that 
|6^.(,J<1 and |6^(,,|<1 ...(2.3.9) 
It can be seen that these conditions are not likely to be satisfied except in certain situations. In 
particular, it has been shown by Koop(1951,1972) that for single phase sampling the above 
conditions will be satisfied provided n> —, which in practice is obviously a severe restriction 
on sample size. 
By using Taylor's expansion and after some simplification, we have from (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) 
v-^ a^ ^H2))n-i: <6,a)(i ^i^^-.;6,,,) 
y</=i ^ 
- t ^-(^.2) ^n)){l ^''^'^^'f'~'^''^'b}i^,arh'i.^--^^ ...(2.3.10) 
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J1 ^ 
EV^/(^(2)-^y(l))^'^^H2) 2 ^ V ' 1 ) ( W - M ^ - ^ ...(2.3.11) 
For large samples, the contribution of the third and higher order product and central moments 
may be ignored, then we may state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.1 
For large samples, the biases and mean square errors of t^ and t^ defined in (2.2.3) and 
(2.2.4), for estimating the population mean Y of the study variable Y are given respectively by 
Bit,)=-L[i: a;Rpr,wl,Ry^m;R^-2a;)^t ^^ H^} ^jf ^f'"^.^j 2 a ; ] ...(2.3.12) 
k q 
M{Q =y(Y^^^)+'£a;R^ia:m^^,Rj,~-2a;)^'£b;Rj{h^:mjj,Rj,-2aj) ...(2.3.13) 
; / = ! jj' 1 
B if,) - L [J2 u;R^d;\R^m;,{d; < n 2 a ; h f ] K / / ; / / ? / / ; / ^ ^ / ; ; ^ 2 a / l ..(2.3.14) 
2r J \ , \ 
M {Q-^ V{ y;^ ))- E < 'h^Mf "} %/^/^2a;) + Y. K /^ ^^K' V ^y ^y-2a,)-(2.3.15) 
Proof 
We have from (2.3.10) 
- T bUb - 6 . | (^y+l) (5(2)-5( j3) 
E <^( , )5 . (2) E V(^(2) ^ ( , ) ) ^ . 2 ) - l •••(2-3-16) 
y<y' 1 j<j' I 
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If we ignore higher order tenns then first order bias of t^ 
2E'';^ /^«; 2E^;^;«/i ° 
/ - I / 1 
From (2.3.16), we have 
'/ 
^ E ^ ( ^ ( 2 ) 6;(i))<^;(S/(2)-Sy(,))-26„(2)J-J ...(2.3.17) 
If we ignore higher order terms then the first order mean square error of t^ 
M it,) = v( Va,)^ E <^j ia;,m;.,Ry-2a; h E K^j ^K'^^n'^i' -2«;) n 
; / 1 Jj' 1 
We have from (2.3.11) 
EA*^/(S/(2) S,(o){l'6„(2) - ( V l ) ( 6 , ( 2 ) S,(,))}'...I ...(2.3.18) 
If we ignore higher order terms then the bias of t^ 
Z r y=l J \ 
From (2.3.18), we have 
7. / - I 
9 
"(2) "E A'^ ;(^ (2) ^(i))H>;(S/(2) V(i))-2§ 
...(2.3.19) 
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Hence, 
^ (4)=y^  yn))^ E < ''J^H' /^ %*' ^ /-2<)-^  E V /^ y^(^ / 's* ^^M' ^ r^^^j^ ° 
Corollary 2.3.1 
If a/-fl^ and /7/=0 for j=l, 2, ..., k and h^=h^ for j=k+l, k+2, ..,q and if M/=M^, C// -(/^  and 
f'y=0forj=l,2,..., k, and v^*-v^ and /?/ Z?^  for j=k+l, k+2, ...,q then we have froni(2.3.12-13) 
and (2.2.14-15), the biases and mean square errors of r, and r2define in (2.2.1-2) are given 
respectively. 
Bit,) XvY.aRj{a^,m]^^R^.^m;Rj^l^]Y j ^ b^Rpym^yRy^m^R^^la)] ...(2.3.20) 
k q 
yi/(/,)=K(}^2))+E ^ y ^ A ' % ' ^ / - 2 « ; ) " E ^7^y l ( ^ / / "y^ / -2a , ) ...(2.3.21) 
yy=l Jj'-k-"^ 
B{Q~X \Yd,u,R,{R,m;,{d,^\)-2a]hY. ^,K^S^^,'''„ 2«/)l .-(2.3.22) 
2Y I \ / A . I 
7,y' 1 y.y-A-1 
Let us denote in matrix notation 
a=(a,,a2,...,a^)', b^{,b^^^,b^^^,...,b^')', (/=((/,,4,...c/^)', b={hi^^,,hk.v-,h^y, 
a'-{a^,a;,...,al)', b*={b„b^,...,b^)', d*-{d;,d;,...,d;)', b*={h;X^-Xg)', 
a± dm^a,,ci^,...,n^),bL dig{bj^^,,b^^^,...,b^),d±-diag{d,,d^,...d^), hL = diag{h^^^,h^^^,...,h^), 
ax' dJagia,\a^,...,al), b±' diag{b,,b^,...,b^), d±' djag{d,\d2,...,d^), A±'-diagiJi^Ji^,...,/]^ Y, 
ii±=djag{u^U2...u^.), vX'djag(v^^,v^^2...v^), u±'= diag{u^u^...ul), v±'= diag{v^v^...v'^), 
RL diag{R,R2...R^\ Ri, - dlagiR^R^.^R,), Rx^ ~~ diag{R,^„R,^^...R^) 
a (a,,a2,...,a,/)', a ' - (a ; , a2 , - . , a l ) ' , 0-2 (a^. i .«^.2.- '«J ' ' 
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m = (m.,), m"' = {m^") ^ jj'-1,2,..,^, m * - (/n;), /z? *"' -{m *^"), Vj/= 1,2,...,7(:, 
"M-" "• ' -"^ . , . i . V ^^/ 
and m^^ ifnjj^),in^' -iwf),yj/=k^l,k<2,...,q. ...(2.2.24) 
Lemma 2.3.3 
From (2.2.12-15) and (2.2.24), we have the biases and mean squre errors of t^ and t^ 
respectively, 
B{L)=-^[ia±*RL.m*RL^a±*+traceaL*RL^m*Ri^-2a*'Ri^a*) 
2 Y 
^{ b^* RL m RLbL* trace bL* RLJU R± 2 b*' Rx a)] ...(2.3.25a) 
M{t^) = V{r^^^)+a*'RL^im*RL^ a* 2a*)^b*'RL{inRL b*2a) ...(2.3.25b) 
and 
B (t^) -—{{tracedL^RL^m*RL^d±"u±' ^ trace(L*R±^in*Rx^m." 2d'''iiL'R±^a*) 
2Y 
+ {traceb^*R±mRLli±'vA.*-2b*'v^*RLa)] ...(2.3.26a) 
M{t^)=V{Yfy;)^d*'u^* RL^{m*Ri.^u±* d*-2a*)^b*' v^'RL{inR±v±' b*-2a) ...(2.3.26b) 
Proof 
The proof of the lemma is straight forward. 
Corollary 23.2 
From (2.3.16-19) and (2.3.24), we have the biases and mean square errors of r, and t^ 
respectively, 
B (/,)=—:^[( a± R±^in*Rx^a± +traceaL R±^in*RL^ '2a'RX^ a ) 
{bi.RL^tn^R±^bL^ tracebxRx^mj_R±^-2b'RL^H^)] ...(2.3.27a) 
M{t^-vCY^^^-^)^a' RL^{m'RL^a~2a.*Yb' RL^{m^R±^b~2a.^ ...(2.3.27b) 
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B {Q=-K: [{trace(L R±,in*R±.dL ui + trace(L Rs.^in*RL^ ILL-Id'u± R±^o.) 
lY 
+ {traceli± R^^m^RL^hi^ vx -Ih'vx RL^ a^)] ...(2.3.28a) 
M{t^)^Vi Y^^)) + d'UL Rx^im'Rx^ u± d-2a')^h' VL RL^im^Ri^ v± b-2a^ ...(2.3.28b) 
Theorem 2.3.2 
The optimum choices of a' and b * which minimise M(t^), are given by 
a;=R±^^m''a*, b;=Ri-^m ^a ...(2.3.29) 
and the optimum choices of d* and h * which minimize M(t^) are given by 
dl=m'-'RL,-'uL'-'a\ bl=m~' RiW±*'a ...(2.3.30) 
Proof 
Differentiating (2.3.25b) and (2.3.26b) with respect to (a*,6*) and {d^h') respectively and 
equating equal to respective zero vectors, we have the following normal equations 
Im'Ri^a* 2 a*=0, 2mRLb*-2a=0 ...(2.3.31) 
and 2m*RL^iiL*d* 2 a*=0, 2m RL v±* A'-2a =0 ...(2.3.32) 
After some simplification, we have the optimum choices of {a',b') and (d',h*) are 
respectively, 
a^=RL^'m''a\ blRx'm'a m D 
and d' tn' ^R±r^u±' 'a*. A*=/H ' RL 'KX* ' a 
-I D 
Corollary 2.3.3 
The optimum choices of a and b whose minimise M(t^) are given by 
a„=Rt^ '/H* ' a ' , b^^Rx^^m^a.^ ...(2.3.33) 
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and the optimum choices of d and h which minimize M(?2) '^^^ given by 
d^=in' ^R±^ 'ttL ' a* , ^ ^ 2 ' ^ 2 ' ^-^'^ «2 ...(2.3.34) 
Now, jth elements of (2.3.29-30) and (2.3.33-34) are respectively, 
JO ^^ n ' J " /.^ n ' J" / ^ „ , ' y " / L ^ „ » 
j'-\ ^j j'-\ ^J j'-\ R,u, j'-\ R,v, 
a,o y '-, b,o y -^—^ and d-y ^, A ^ y -^—^ ..(2.3.35) 
j'-\ ^J / A . l ^ / / I ^y^'y y=X.l ^y^y 
Theorem 2.3.3 
For large samples, the minimum mean square errors of t^ and t^, are same and given by 
K=Kih>MJ<Q= y ^Y^2)) a*'^* ' « * - « ' ^ " ' a ...(2.3.36) 
Proof 
Substituting the values of ( a ' ,i!> *) and (t? *,/i *) to (2.3.25b) and (2.3.26b) respectively, we have 
the result. 
Corollary 2.3.4 
The first order optimum mean square errors of t^ and t^ are same and given by 
V (f(2))-a*' '" ' 'a=*-a2 ^i «2 ...(2.2.37) 
One may write, the quadratic tenns 
' I k . q 
y ajaj,=&'*'m''a'a'/>y^ aD^'a*,mAi'm-^^ a^ and y a^a^m^' ...(2.3.38) 
_ k q 
then y(2)=V(E)«;S>;< ' '' ' " ^o ...(2.3.39) 
; / - i y / - i 
k q 
and r(2)=V(5])ec;5^mor;^a^,m^ M ; ...(2.3.40) 
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Lemma 2.3.4 
ffa'=a,b''ib{b')',d*'d,h''{h{h')',u±' u±, v±'-{ vx^ v±)', 
K±| -^d/ag ( Vi Vj V/^) , RL ( RL^ RL2) , RL2 diag ( Rj^,^ R/,,2 • • K,) 
and /n= ^ then we have M {t ^) <M{t^) a n d M ( r 4 ) <M{t2) ...(2.3.41) 
mi ni 
Proof 
We have from (2.3.25) and (2.3.27) 
M{t^) -M{t^) b''RL{ mRLb' 2 a) b'RL^i D^RL^ b-la^) 
= b'xRL^{ m*RL^ bi 2a , ) >0 
Since b{RLy ( /n*i?j., i , -2 a,) is a quadratic term which is always greater than or equal to 
zero. Hence, M (r 3) < M (f 1) • 
Similarly, from (2.3.26) and (2.3.28) 
Mitj) M{ti) J]''v± RL( mRi v±'Jj' 2 a) h'vxRL^i m^R^iV^b 2 a^) 
=A( K-Li/?Li(/zf/JLi F±iAi-2a,) >0 
Since Ai 'v±, /^ , ( /n*/2j - iV±,^i -2ai ) is a quadratic term which is always greater than or 
equal to zero. Hence, M (r 4) s M (r 2) ^ 
2.4. The Scheme with SRSWOR at both the Phases 
We will give the results, when the SRSWOR is adopted for selecting S^ as well as ^2(52 is 
a subsample of 5,). For the above scheme we define 
and denote 
".y'-lE^(^.-^) (^'.-^') ' ( o.,-"') ; ^ .. 4 E , ; ( ^ ; < -^ ; ) ( y^ -n .Vjj'=l,2,...Jc N ^i' 
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Further, denote 
A-( Ojj'), Vi , j ' = l,2, .,q, A 
.(2.4.2) 
A, A, 2 
, A, ( Oj^,) ,V j , j ' = l,2,...,k, 
[An 4 
A,2 ( o ^ , 0 , Vj=l,2,...,kandj'=k+l,k+2,...,q, A2-( Oj ^,) , V j, j '=k+l,k+2, ...,q, 
Ai2-( Ojj,) , Vj=k+l,k+2, ...,q, j '=l,2,.. . ,k, (i)Kcl)(, <\^) '={ a ^ , ) , V j = l , 2, ..., q, 
<^iHo^^), Vj=l,2,. . . ,kand (t>2=( Oj,) , V j=k+l, k+2, ..., q. ...(2.4.3) 
Lemma 2.4.1 
If SRSWOR IS used at both phases, we have 
^ ( ^ 1 ^ A «* -r ^ u ^ 1 ^ cb 
^ ' ^ W ^ i 7v^^' ^"^ n> f2 ) )K 
Proof 
We know from (2.3.4) Section 2.2, 
- ^ ) ( ^ 1 ) o' ...(2.4.4) 
a; = q(X,( , ) , }f2)) K T ^ 4 ) ^ /;, A^' A^-1 ^ ^ E (^.-^)(>;-^=^(l-i)^.; A^-P /?, A '^ 
'^ y =-^ 1 Qi ^ ( 2 ) ' ^2)) 
/ ^ /-£'lC^(^(2)> ^ ( 2 ) ) 
77 
A^  1 1 
jy 
N 
•i "\ -^^i i ) ( ^ ) E , ( ^ . ^(n)(^.-A;,,)K^)(^-^)a, 
and K( ^ 2 ) ) = ^ . K( > ( 2 ) ) - K ^ ( >f2)) 
35 
= E . (^-^) (7 ,^)E, (^ . -^-n)M^)(^- l )a5 
'2 ^M 
Result 2.4.1 
For SRSWOR, r/ze biases and mean square errors of t 3 and t 4 are respectively, given by 
B{t.) [ ( —-4-,)(a±*/t i iA| i2±ia±^Urace ax'R±^K,RL^ -la*'RL,^\) 
lY{N-\) n^ N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1^1^ 
(^ J_ -^){ b±'RLARLb±* + fTiice bx'RLKRL lb*'RL^)] ...(2.4.5a) 
^ ( ^ 3 ) A ^ ' ^ ^ i ' 1,) a ^ . ( ^ ^ - i , ) a * ' / 2 L , ( A , / 2 i , a ' 2(|),) 
+ ( - J - - - " - ) A*'/?L( Ai2L/»* 2({)) ...(2.4.5b) 
andB{tA = ^^^ [( — - ^ J ( /r^ /ce dx'Rx^K^RL^dx'ux* 
^ 1{N~\) Y n^ N'^ 
+ twee di'RiiA^Rii u±''l d*'u±*RLi^^) 
+(J--^)( trace IIX'RLARL Ax'vx*-1 A*'V±*RL<^)] ...(2.4.6a) 
^ ( ^ ) ATyKi^ Jv^^'^^i; 1^)^*'I/-L*/2L,(A,/?1,«±*^'-2(}),) 
h( J_ -i-) A ' ' K X * / 2 I ( A/2iKX* A' 2(1))J ...(2.4.6b) 
iVoo/' 
Substituting the values from (2.4.3) to section 2.3, we have the result. 
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It is noted that second component in M (t j) and M{t 4) arises due to sub-sampling of 
5", (i.e.52 ) and reduces to zero if n, =n2-
Corollary 2.4.1 
For SRSWOR, the biases and mean square errors of / , and 12 are respectively, given by 
B(t,) = ~ [( -^ ^\^ i a±RL,A,RLia±^trace ax/?L,Ai/2i, 2a'RL^<\>l) 
2Y(N'l)-n[N ' ' 
1 1 {-^--^){ bxRi2A2RL2b± +trace b±R^xA2RL2-2b'RL2<\^)] ...(2.4.7a) 
^2 "\ 
(^ _L -L) b^RL2{A2^2t>-^<k) ...(2.4.7b) 
and Bit2) = — L ( — - 4 r ) ( ^^ ^^ ^ d± RL^ A, RL^ d± u± 
2{N-\) r n^ N' ^ 
^ trace d± RLiAyRLy u±-2 d'UXRLI^I) 
^{ ^ --L) { trace hx R1.2A2RL2 hxvL-2h'v± RL2^)] ...(2.4.8a) 
112 n^ 
+( J - - J - ) A V ± i 2 i 2 ( A2RL2 v±A-2(^)] ...(2.4.8b) 
Result 2.4.2 
For SRSWOR, the optimum choices of a ' and b * which minimise M(t 3), are given by 
a; RL, 'A, '(t),, b;,^RL 'A'cf) ...(2.4.9) 
and the optimum choices of d * and h * which minimize M(t ^) are given by 
^;=A, '/?L, i//±- '(f),, h*„ A-i RL 'KX*' '()) ...(2.4.10) 
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Proof 
The proofs are stright forward by substituting the results from (2.4.3) to section 2.3 
Corollary 2.4.3 
For SRSWOR, the optimum choices of a and b whose minimise M(? ,) are given by 
a„ /2L, 'A, '(!),, b„ RL, 'A2'(t)2 ...(2.4.11) 
and the optimum choices of d and h which minimize M{t 2) are given by 
</„=Ar'/2l,-'tf±"'(l)i, K-^' R^i y^^'^ ...(2.4.12) 
Lemma 2.4.2 
If py. 12... o,Py. 12,. yt '^^^ Pv.fc+i yt+2 .,(? ^^^ ^^^ multiple correlation coefficients 
{correlation coefficients between Y and the best fit line Kon ( X,, X2, . . . , X )^ , Y and the best 
fit line Y on ( Xj, X2, . . . , X )^ and Y and the best fit line Y on ( X^^j, Xjj.^ .2, . . . , X )^ 
respectively) then 
9y.n...r^[i^^)\, P, ,2.. .-M(^'^^^V^)I ^'—T"^) 1. 7 12. A-'^ M ( 5— 
anc/ p^ ^,1 X-.2 ^ =v^  [ ( ^ ^ ^ ) ] respectively. ...(2.4.13) 
Proof 
The proof is reffered to Anderson(1984) 
Result 2.4.3 
Fur large samples, the optimum mean square error of the estimators 13 and t 4 are same and 
given by 
^ = ^ [ ( i ; - 7 V ^ ( ^ - p J . i 2 . . . x - ) + ( ^ - ^ ) ( l - p ^ . , 2 . . . , ) ] ...(2.4.14) 
Proof 
The proofs are stright forward by substituting the results from (2.4.3) to (2.3.36) 
Corollary 2.4.3 
The optimum mean square errors of t , and t ^ ^re also same and given by 
^ = ^ [ ( ^ )^)i\-9ln...>^H\^-\)i\~^\.>..U,.2 . ) ] -(2.4.15) 
Result 2.4.4 
For large samples, the optimum mean square error of the estimator 13 (ort 4) is always less 
than the optimum mean square error of the estimator t , {ort 2) i.e M^  < iVf 
Proof 
From (2.4.12) and (2.4.13), we may write 
2 2 
By the properties of muhiple correlation p^. n.. .q^ Py. k*\,ic^2 g. 
Hence A^ < A^. • 
i.e the estimators 13 and r 4 are always preferable over 11 and t 2 • 
2.5. Determination of Sample Sizes for a Fixed Cost Function 
For designing a sample survey efficiently, it is essential to have some broad information about 
the variability in the population and the cost of different steps involved carrying out the survey. 
A design based measure of the sampling error in the results of the survey is given by the mean 
square error of the estimator used, which reduces to its variance in the case of an unbiased 
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estimator. In sample surveys, the variance of the estimator usually decreases with increase in 
sample size, while the cost of survey increases with increase in sample size. Further, variance 
and cost would also depend on the nature of the sampling unit. Hence, for the above sampling 
scheme it becomes necessary to take both these aspects into account in arriving at the optimum 
sampling unit and the optimum first phase sample size n, and second phase sample size ^2 
which would provide the maximum information per unit of cost. We may consider the 
following linear cost function for the above sampling scheme 
Ci = c „ + / 2 i ( C]^.+ Ci^) +/32C20 . . . (2 .5 .1) 
where c ^  is the total cost, c„ is the over head cost, c,;. and c ^^ (r=q-k) are the per unit cost 
for those k auxiliary variables whose means are known and r auxiliary variables (those whose 
means are unknown) respectively for the first phase samples and C20 is the per unit cost for the 
study variable Y. 
Lemma 2.5.1 
The optimum choices n^ and ^2 those minimize mean square error (2.4.12) are given by 
The minimum mean square error 
where ^ = 4 ( pj^ . 12... ^-pj-. 12... A-) ( Ci^+CjJ ] +\/r( 1-pj. 12,.. 9) ^ 2^0] 
Proof 
We have to choose the n, and n^ such that the mean square error (2.4.12) will be minimum 
under the fixed cost function (2.5.1), then one may consider the following function 
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2 
k 
-A[c,-c„-ni(cu-+Ci, ) +n2C2J ...(2.5.4) 
By using the minimization priciple, differentiating (2.5.4) w.r. to n , , «2 ^nd X respectively, and 
equating equal to zero, we the following equations 
- - ^ ( ^ y ^ ) ( P / . 12.. .rPr.l2.../c) +^(ClA^C,,) =0 
A/ ^ 
" A ^ IvT^) ( ^ "Pr-12- • • ?) ^'^ ^2o=0 and c, -c^'-/2,( c,^+Ci^) -n2C2o=0 ...(2.5.5) 
After simplification, we have 
Jh (^l^+^lr)( ' -P/. 12,,.^) 
.(2.5.6) 
^' \ C2oiPy.n...,-p^y.n. . k) 
putting this result to (2.5.5), we get 
_ ( g / - ^ J v ^ p 7 . I2...y-P7. 12...A-) , „ (C, - C j y r i " p 7 . 12...^) p, 
/2jo — ana '^20 ; : = '-' 
Substituting these values to (2.4.12), the minimum mean square is 
M=(^)( ^' _1-P/.12...^) • 
*^  ^ A^-r ^ c, -c„ A^  ^ 
If we devote same total cost to a single phase sample of size n(say) with k- auxiliary variables 
(where population mean of the auxihary variables are known), then the cost function will be 
c,=c^,+nic^j^'C2„) ...(2.5.7) 
with optimum mean square error 
^ ( ^ ^ = ( ^ ) ( ^ f ^ - 7 v ) ( ^ - P ' ' ^ 3 . . . . ) ...(2.5.8) 
Hence, the optimum use of two phase sampling will be better than single phase with k-auxiliary 
variables, i.e Af,^  <Mi Y) ^ 
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i n \ / ( P ; , 2 . . . r P > . 1 2 . . . A - ) ( ^ U ^ ^ u ) ^ \ / ( l ~ P ; i 2 . . . , ) ^ 2 0 r < ( ^ - U ^ t - 2 J ( l - P ^ 2 . . . . ) - ( 2 . 5 . 9 ) 
then we have after some simplification of (2.5.9), 
C2r^C\k^ [ V ^ ( l - P 7 . 12 . . . g ) + ^ ( 1 " P j . 12. . . >^ ) ] ^ 
^20 ( p^ . 12 , , - p i 12 x) 
...(2.5.10) 
2.6. Comparison with other Estimators 
Most of the estimators for estimating a finite population mean of a study variable available by 
considering only two auxiliary variables, where population mean of one is known while that of 
other is unknown. Intact, this is the particular situation as we have considered in Section l(i.e., 
k=l, q=2). We will make a comparison of such estimators with our proposed estimators. 
Let Xi and Xj be two auxiliary variables with population means Xy (known) and X2 
(unknown) respectively be available for estimating the unknown population mean Y of the 
study variable Y. 
Now, the class of estimators 13 defined in (2.3.6) in for q=2, k=l is given by 
t,-%,{ - ^ ) 'H ^ ) "U ^ ) "^^ ...(2.6.1) 
^ ( 1 ) "^1(2) ^ 2 ( 2 ) 
with mean square error 
+ ( -L - _L) ( b;'R ]o\'^ bi' R I ohlb: b{ R.RtOn -Ib^RyOy,~2bi RiOyz) -.(2.6.2) 
The optimum choices of a^ , h\ and /ja* from (2.4.10) are given by 
^^0=^, b i r ~ ^ and bl,= ^ ...(2.6.3) 
where B^j 2 and By2 1 are the partial regression coefficients of the regression plane Y on Xj 
and ^ . 
The minimum mean square error from (2.4.12) for k=l and q=2, is 
where p^ 12 is multiple correlation coefficient and p^ ,; is simple correlation coefficient between 
Y and X^ . 
Chand(1975) proposed the chain based ratio and product estimators as 
^ l ( l ) ^2(2) 
and ^ 2 = > ^ 2 ) ( ^ ) ( ^ ) -(2-6.6) 
The mean square errors of 131 and 132 are respectively, given by 
^ ^ ^ 3 i ) = - ^ [ ( ^ ^ ^ )i^]^'-2R, o^,MJ^-l-){olRl~-2R^o^)] ...(2.6.7) 
and Mit,,)=-^[i± 4> )(^?^?-*-2^i a^^).( i--^)(a?/?2'+2/2, o^^)] ...(2.6.8) 
Later Srivastava ef a/. (1990) generalized the chain ratio and product estimator as 
^ 3 = > ( 2 ) ( ^ ) ^ ' ( ^ ) ^ ^ •••(2-6.9) 
^ K 1) ^ 2 ( 2 ) 
( V, and Vj are suitably chosen constants) with mean square error 
M{t,,) --J\[ ( ^ -1^) a ^ ( ^ - J^) ( V? /?,^  o?-2v, /?, a^,) 
+ (_L ± ) ( v 2 / ? 2 ^ 2 _ 2 V 2 / ? 2 V ) ...(2.6.10) 
The optimum values v, and Vj, which minimize mean square error of 133 are 
^ i l - = ^ a n d V2„ 4 ^ = 4 ^ ...(2.6.11) l o 7 ^ O 2(; 
al;?, ^1 ' " a|^2 ^-2 
and the minimum mean square error is given by 
M ( , 5 = - ^ a J [ ( J _ - l x , - p ^ , ) „ l - l x . - p i ) l ...(2.6.,2) 
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where Byi and 5^ 2 '^^^ ^ ^e regression coefficients of the regression lines Y on Xy and Y on X2 
respectively. 
The class of estimators t 4 defined in (2.3.1) in case q=2, k=l is given by 
U > ^ 2 ) l ' ' i ( ^ ) " ' ' ' v , ( 4 ^ ) ^ " ' i K , ( S i i I ) " M , {u,^v,^V2 = \) ...(2.6.13) 
^ l ( l ) ^ ( 2 ) ^2(2) 
with mean square error 
A' r / 1 1 N ^2 . 1 1 ^ J* n r JT, ^2 M t,) ^ ^ [ ( 4 - 4^) aJ+( ^ - 4 , ) w, d^R.i u,d,'R,o]-2a^j) 
^ K2 7^2* ^2( ^2^^ 2*^2(^ 2-2 0^ )^ 2^ K, ^ 2^1*^2'^, y?2 0,2 } 1 ...(2.6.14) 
The optimum choices oi d^Ji^ and 1x2 for fixed MJ ,Vi and V2 are from (2.4.10) given by 
respectively, 
d:o = -%-, hur-:^ and ^2*.=%^ ...(2.6.15) 
and the minimum mean square error is same as (2.6.4). 
If M] =Vj =V2 = w,(say), then w=^ and one may consider the estimator t 4^  as 
t^^-\ ^ 2 ) [ ( - ^ ) ' ' - ( 4 ^ ) ' ' - ( ^ ) ' ^ ' ] -(2.6.16) 
•^  ^ l ( l ) ^ ( 2 ) ^2(2) 
with mean square error 
^ ( 7 r - ^ ) < i ( ^ i * ' ^ ' < ^ i + ^ 2 ' ' ^ 2 a 2 ^ 2 ^ ; V ^ , / ^ a , 2 ) - | (A;/?,a^/+/?2/^a^,)}l ...(2.6.17) 
For (a,*-!, /^T-O , /;2* = 1 ), i.a{ ---\, h{-0 , h2='l) and (ar=v, , /?r=0, 62* = V2) in t^ 
defined in (2.6.1), we have the estimators 131 ,t 32 and 133 respectively and one may write the 
mean square errors of r 35 ,r 32 and f 3'3 (optimum estimator of ? 33) as 
M{t,,)=M^^{^-^)\ol{R^-By,f^o\{^l,^^p),)V^o]{R,~B^,f ...(2.6.18) 
M(t,,)=M^^i^-±)[ol(R,.B^,f-alipl,,-p%)V^o](R,^Bf ...(2.6.19) 
and A/ (^ , ° ) -^„+( - - ) a t ( P H 2 - p ' . ) ...(2.6.20) 
Hence, from the above equations we observe that M„ <M( 13;,) for all h=l,2,3-
2.7 Numerical Illustrations 
For the three natural population data, we will give the percentage relative gain in efficiency of 
proposed estimator over other estimators. 
Data set-1 
The data for the empirical analysis are taken from census 1961 and 1971, West Bengal District 
Census Hand Book, Malda district. The population consists of 278 villages under Gajole police 
station with Y=Number of labourers in 1971, X, =Population size of the village in 1961 and 
v^=Number of cuhivators in 1961. The following values are obtained 
r =39.03 A; =339.95 J^ =91.36 0^=3187.27 0^ = 123420 
a^=7325 Py, . 7704 , p^,,-. 5220 , p|2 . 7786 
Data set-2 
The data for the empirical analysis are taken from census 1981, Uttar Pradesh District Census 
Hand Book, Aligarh. The population consists of 339 villages under Koil police station, with 
Y=Number of Literate persons in the village, X^ = Area of the village(acres) and X2 =Number of 
Cultivators in the village. The following values are obtained 
F=316.23 1^=23654 ^ = 141.24 a^=(267.85)' a|=(18679.26)' 
a | =(109.11)' p^ ,; =. 6553 , p^ 2 =• 7381 , Pi2 =. 6454 
4 ^ 
Using the results of Section 2.5, the percentage relative gain in efficiency (PRGE) of t ^ over 
d, is given by 6\ = -^ 1^x7 00 
Mo 
The PRGE of 13° over different estimators for two data sets are shown in Table 2.7.1 
Table 2.7.1: The PRGE of optimum 13 over other estimators 
Estimator Date 
^1 
d. 
^3 
( V i ^ ^ l , 
V 2 - I ) 
d. 
( v i = - l 
V 2 = l ) 
d,' 
d. 
set 
D-1 
D-2 
I 
0.1 
80.87 
20.20 
D-1 447.9 
D-2 659.3 
D-1 390.8 
D-2 600.8 
D-1 
' D-2 
D-1 
D-2 
D-1 
D-2 
137.0 
78.7 
77.15 
11.83 
83.5 
139 
0.2 
71.67 
19.21 
457.8 
627.6 
346.1 
515.0 
183.38 
131.7 
68.31 
10.10 
120.5 
130.2 
0.3 
62.57 
18.30 
468.7 
598.2 
301.7 
435.8 
229.5 
180.7 
59.53 
8.51 
190.8 
212.5 
Values of / 2 
0.4 
53.53 
17.46 
479.4 
571.0 
257.7 
362.3 
275.2 
226.1 
50.83 
7.03 
267.9 
113.5 
0.5 
44.57 
16.67 
490.1 
545.7 
214.2 
294.0 
320.6 
268.4 
42.20 
5.65 
295.7 
106.0 
0.6 
35.67 
15.94 
500.7 
522.1 
170.8 
230.3 
365.6 
307.7 
33.63 
4.37 
338.5 
99.1 
0.7 
26.85 
15.26 
511.3 
500.0 
127.8 
170.7 
. 410.4 
344.5 
25.12 
3.17 
379.2 
92.9 
0.8 
18.09 
15.26 
521.7 
479.3 
85.1 
115.0 
454.7 
379.0 
16.68 
2.05 
437.5 
86.4 
0.9 
9.40 
14.01 
532.3 
460.0 
42.8 
62.7 
498.7 
411.3 
8.31 
.99 
461.3 
80.6 
From the Table 2.7.1, the estimator t^ attains more gain over the estimators dj and 
f/3 ( V, = 1, V2 = -1 ) , these estimators are product estimators. We have seen that the correlation 
coefficient between two auxiliary variables for data set D-2 is less than the data set D-1 and 
hence the gain over c/, and d^ for data set D-I are more than the data set D-2. 
CHAPTER THREE 
A CLASS OF ESTIMATORS BASED ON MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION 
3.L Introduction 
The estimation of population mean of a survey variable under the partial knowledge of the 
auxiliary means has been considered by Chand( 19.75), Kiregyera( 1980,1984), Mukerjee et 
a/.(1987), Srivenkataraman and Tracy(1989), Srivastava et a/.(1990), Upadhyaya et a/.(1990, 
1992), Singh(1993), Sahoo and Sahoo(1993), and Sahoo era/.(1994). However, their results are 
confined to the use of two auxiliary variables only, the mean of one being known while that of 
other unknown. The two phase sampling scheme considered by them consists of simple random 
sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) at both the phases. 
We have extended the above study to the situation of several auxiliary variables by considering 
the general set up and a class of estimators which includes several known and unknown 
estimators as particular members. 
3.2. The Sampling Scheme and the Class of Estimators 
Let U ={ 1,2,...,N} be a finite population of size N(given) and let Y- be the value of the study 
variable Y and X- be the value of the q-auxiUary variable X , X =(X '^^ ',A'^ ^^V, where 
X^^^=iX^,X2,...,X^y and X ^^^=(X ^^„X ^,.2,...,X^/. Let the population mean X *'' of X <" be 
known and X of X '•'^ be unknown. The object is to estimate the unknown population mean Y 
of the study variable Y , when we have observed X. for all /,jeSj and (X,.,F,) for all iJeS^, 
where 5, is a preliminary large sample of fixed size n, selected from U at moderate cost and 
according to a specific sampling scheme D, (say) and ^2 is a sub-sample of fixed size n^ 
selected from 5, according to a another(or same) sampling scheme D 2(say). 
Let X (,)=(X IIJ',X Ifl'y be an unbiased estimator of X =(X ^^^',X ^^^)' based on D, and let Y^^) 
and X (2)=('^(2/''^(2?V be the unbiased estimators of Y and X =(X '^)',X ^^ V^ respectively, based 
on ^ 2 -
The proposed class of estimators for Y is given by 
d= r(2) + (^^"-X/,;V ^+(X(2)-^„/ T ...(3.2.1) 
where t = (t^,t2,...,ti.y and x ={X^,X2,...,T: )' are the suitably chosen column vectors of statistics 
depending on the information obtained from 5, and S2. 
It may be noted that several interesting estimators may be generated from d for specific choices 
of random vector t and x . 
We consider a special version of d defined as 
^c = J^(2)H^ "'-^(\')V T.(X,2,-XJ r ...(3.2.2) 
where T={T^,T2,...,T,^)' and r = (ri,r2,...,r^)' are preassigned constant vectors. 
We will assume, E.iX l^])' ^ II] ...(3.2.3) 
where E^ stands for scheme based conditional expection given the sampling scheme Z),. 
If the second phase sample ^2 is a subsample (or independent) sample from the first phase 
sample 5 , , then one may state the following lenama. 
Lemma 3.2.1 
Under the assumption (3.2.3), we have 
<^2(^(2)'^(i))=0, and C^iX^,^, r(2))=0 ...(3.2.4) 
where C^ stands for scheme based conditional variance-covariance given the sampling scheme Z), 
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and 0 is zero vector of order qx 1. 
Proof 
The proof is straight forward. Since C^  is the conditional variance-covariance given the sampling 
scheme Z),, hence the result. 
(1) Y{\)'. . ^ ^ , 7 . 7.1 
Let us denote, 
^ l ( ( 1 ) ' ^ ( 1 ) ) ~ ^ i ' ^\C2^ {ly^(2y •> 
^ ( 1 1 ) ^ ( 1 2 ) 
^ ( 1 2 ) ' ^ ( 2 2 ) 
(1) V (1)\ A (12) _ rr ^ / ^ (1) V (2)\ A (22) _ c ^ ^ ^ (2) v (2)\ 
E,CJX,„r,,,)^G, G={G^'^',G^^yy G^'^=E,CJX^S,V„X 
' l ' - 2 V ^ ^ 2 ) ' ^ ( 2 ) 
G <2' =^, C,(^/2?. >^ (2)) > ^^.(^(0, ^^n) = G, and F (f;^)) = v„ ...(3.2.5) 
u>^ 
where E^,V^ and C, stand for sampling scheme based unconditional expection, variance and 
variance-covariance respectively and E^y^ "^"^  ^^ stand for conditional (given 5,) expection, 
variance and variance-covariance respectively. 
Lemma 3.2.2 
From (3.3.1) and (3.3.3-4), we have 
C (XSlxSJ) = ^  , +/1 (") and C (X/'\ K,,) -G.^G ('> ...(3.2.6) 
Proof 
We know, C(^/2? '^(2?V^,C'2(^S^^!l !Vq^2(^(2v^!2! ' ) 
^ - ^ 1 ^ 2 ( ^ ( 2 ) ' - ^ ( 2 ) ) " ' " ^ l ( " ^ ( l ) ' ^ (1)) 
Hence, C (X^^^^xi:;^^)^ A ,^A ('" D 
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Similarly, C (X g , y ,2;)=E,C,{X [!^^,Y ^,;)^C ,E ,{X \^,,Y ^,^) 
Hence, Cd/^?'^(2)) = ^ ! ^ ^ " ^ ° 
Theorem 3.2.1 
The estimator d^. defined by (3.2.2) is an unbiased estimator of Y and its variance is given by 
Vid^yv^^ + T'A , T+T'A r-2T' G^-2T'G ...(3.2.7) 
the optimum choices of T and T which minimize V(d^) defined in (3.2.7), are given by 
T„=A;'G„r„=A-'G ...(3.2.8) 
and the resulting minimum variance is given by 
Y(dJ=v^-G[A , ' G i - G M ' G ...(3.2.9) 
Proof 
We have, 
Since, E (X *"-X (^ ,jV=C>^ , and E(X ^2)-X ^^•^) O^^, O^ and O^^ are zero vectors of order kxl and 
qxl respectively. 
We may write, 
{d,-Y)={Y^^^-Y)-(X^]-X''')' T-[{X^,^-X)-{X^^^-X)]' T ...(3.2.10) 
and {d^-Yf^iY^^^^Yf^T'(Xll]-X^\xll]-X^'^)' T 
^V'[{X^,^-X)^{X^,^-X)][(X^,_^^X)--{X^,^-X)]'V 
-2 T' (Xll]-X "^ )(r^^)- Y)~2T' [(^(2)-^-(^(,)-X)]( r^^)- Y) 
^2T'{Xl^^-X'''){{X^^^-X)-{X^,^-X)]' T ...(3.2.11) 
Take expectation both sides, then from (3.2.5) and (3.2.6), we have 
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v(fl;.)=v,,+rM , T+r'A V-2T' G^iv'G n 
Differentiating (3.2.7) w.r. to T and F, and equating equal to zero, we have 
IT'A^-2G[=OI^ and IT'A-2G' =0^^ 
then the optimum choices of T and F are 
T=A,'G,.r^,^A ^G D 
Substituting these values to (3.2.7), we have 
For studying the properties of d defined in (3.2.1), let us assume 
£'(0 = ^ a n d E(x)=x^„ ...(3.2.12) 
and denote ^"=7(2)+(i'^'^-X/i'/)X+(^(,)-^(2))'^„ ...(3.2.13) 
Express d defined in (3.2.1), in terms of (3.2.13) 
d-d"H^^'^-xi;;y{t-tjHx^,^-x^,^nx-'Xj ...(3.2.14) 
Now, we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.2 
The bias and variance of d are given respectively, 
B {d)=E[{X^''-Xlll)'t]^E{{X^,^-X^^^)' T] ...(3.2.15) 
and V{d)^V{d;)+2Q^ + Q^ ...(3.2.16) 
where Q, ^E^X^'^-XlH Yit-t^Xd^- V)^EiX^,^-X^^^ ) ' (T - T Jid^- V) 
and Q,=E(X^'^-Xi;jy(t-t,Jit-tJ(X^'^'X[;j) 
+ E (^(i^-i 'p. , )'(T-T „)(T-T „) '(^(,)"^(2)) 
+ 2E (X^''-X^;;y(r-tJ(T-x J(X^,^-X^,^) 
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Proof 
From theorem (3.2.1), d" is an unbiased estimate of Y , then one may write 
d-Y=(d"-r)H^^'^-^Syit-t„)HX^,^-X^,J(x-xJ ...(3.2.17) 
and (d- Y f =(c/"- r)2+(X''^-x/,',' y(t-tJ{t-tJ(X^''-Xl;^) 
+(^„,-i-(2))'(T -T ,xt -T „)'(i^i)-i;2)) +2(x '"-^(i;' )'(r-r„)(fl'''- V) 
+2(^(,,-X(2) )'(T -T ,)(«'"- V) ^2{X ^'^-X^;i y{t-t^){x -X „ )U( , ) -^(2) ) 
Take expectation both sides of (3.2.17) and (3.2.18), we have 
.(3.2.18) 
B {d)=E[{X^'^-Xll] )'/]+^[(A',„-A',2,)' Tl D 
and V{d)=V{d^)^2Q,^Q^ U 
Remarks 
3.2.1 It may be noted that if t and T are preassigned constant vectors, then Q^ and Q^^ will 
be zero. 
3.2.2 (2i and Q^ consist of the terms of third and fourth order central moments. For large 
sample size n^ and suitable sampling schemes for the selection of 5, and ^2, the 
contributions of the terms Q^ and Qj to V(d) in most of the situations of practical 
interest will be of order O (^ 2 ^'^*"), r > 0. 
3.2.3 If t and x are the vectors depending upon {Y^,X),ieU and not depending upon n^ and 
722, then one would obtain either E {t)^t^=T, E (T) = T ^=r 
or E {f) = t^,^0 (n^-'X E (T)=T „ + C {n^'), (r>0). 
3.2.4 The results corresponding to the situation where none of the auxiliary variable means are 
known may be obtained by taking t in (3.2.1) and elsewhere as a nullvector. 
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Theorem 3.2.3 
If the terms Q, and Q-, consisting of third and fourth order central moments are neglected, 
then the mean squared error of d is given by 
M{d)^Y(d^)=YidJ=v^ + T'A iT+r'A V-IT' G^-2^'G ...(3.2.19) 
the optimum choices of t^^ and x^ , are given by 
top-^xG,^ x^,^'-A-^G ...(3.2.20) 
and the corresponding minimum mean squared error is given by 
M^^Y{dJ=v^-G[A,'G,-G'A-^G 
= K„-v,-V2 ...(3.2.21) 
where K, = G, /I , G, and VT = G' A ' G . 
Proof 
From the remarks (3.3.1-3.3.4), the proof is straight forward. 
The above theorem gives a guide line for choosing the vectors of statistics t and t as 
V^/^P ^.;,-^ 'G ...(3.2.22) 
and M„=v^-v,-v^ ...(3.2.23) 
where' "stands for their respective unbiased estimators, which are not difficult to obtain once the 
sampling schemes for the selection of 5, and S^ are specified. 
3.3 Results for SRSWOR Scheme at both the Phases 
If the samples are drawn with the schemes simple random sample without replacement 
(SRSWOR) at bodi ^| and 5, , then one may define 
^ ( l ) - ~ i L c ^r^^ (1) ' ^ (1) ) '^ (2)- — 2 ^ ^ , ^ / - ( . ^ (2) ' ^ (2) ) 
1 "2 
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and Y^2f~Y.s. ^' Hr, .(3.3.1) 
We may denote the finite population characteristics 
t^-~Y.^XrX){XrX)\ t. 
N^" 
^*"'=-E^(^/"-^"' )(^/'"-^*")' A('2)=-l5]^(x/'^-x^")(A'/')-A'<'^y, 
A^  
1 
and a ^ = - y {Y-Yf ...(3.3.2) 
Lemma 3.3.1 
We have for SRSWOR T^ om section 3.2 
A^  . 1 1 N , \ 1 N , \ 1 
^ . = - ^ ( - - 4 J A < ' ^ > I - ^ V T ( - - - ) A ' ^ i = ^ ^ ( - -T.^ H-p 
W^-l/z, N N-1 772 ''^ I TV-I/?! 7VA 
)(}),, 
A^  / 1 1 A^ ^ A^  / 1 1 ^ 2 
A -^1 n^ /?! A^-r/?2 A ' ' ^' 
...(3.3.3) 
£Vwof 
We have from Section 3.2 and (3.3.1-2), 
c7,^c,(<,?,,,,._L(±.l,5:^(^<...^"',(K-r)=^(|-lH, ' ] "^1 D 
'(1) ^ ( i ) \_ 1 , 1 1 (1)_ yW^f^m v{\)^l N , \ 1 
^,^c, (^-,x- )=^(-^-iJE.(^/'^-^''^)(^/''-^^^^)'=^(-^-4-.)A'"^ a A^-r/7, A^ N-\ n^ N 
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Result 3.3.1 
For large sample, the mean square error of d define in (3.2.3) is given by 
iV-1%2 N ^ n^ N ' n^ n^ 
The optimum choices of T and T are 
and the minimum mean squared error 
N-l ^ n^ N -^  '^2 ^\ 
a 
...(3.3.4) 
.(3.3.5) 
.(3.3.6) 
where 9y.n...rA 
(1)/A<")"' 4) 
, , /rC|)'A"'(}) 
- , ) and P,,u...q=4^*^-Y^ ] are multiple correlation coefficients. 
Proof 
Substituting the values from (3.3.3) to section 3.3, we get the results. 
It is noted that the optimum values of T and V are the vectors of population partial regression 
coefficients appearing in the regression planes F on X '^^  and 7 on X respectively. 
The results (3.4.6) indicates that for optimum choices of the vectors of statistics t and T in 
(3.2.1) need to be chosen as 
^,r^Sir^i(2) .^=A(2')4)(2) o r /;=A!^;^'4),(2) t;=A(*2.' 
where 
'•(2) **'(2) .(3.3.7) 
A (7-i)_ N-l. ty'i)i ^E.,(^/^-^<?)t^/'-^<7')',Aar^7?] N ijij-
f o r a l l j , j '& 1 = 1 , 2 , Agj 
- U l ) " ( 1 2 ) 
" U) ' ^ ( 2 ) 
" (2) " (2) . 
N-l 
1 C 3 ) ' N ( 0 , - 1 ) ^ - ^ 2 
V (A'/'-A',7)(y.y,,), 
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If we use the partial information from S^ in the above estimation procedure then the estimators ^ 
and t* are preferable (see, Dorfman(1994)). 
Then the optimum estimator of this class (3.2.1) may be expressed as 
K= J ^ (2 ) - (^"^ -< ' ) ' K-i^a)-^i^) y ^ o -(3.3.8) 
with mean squared error (3.3.6). 
If we assume that X is stronger predictor than X *'^  of the study variable Y with the following 
super-population models 
(i) a i ' , ) = P,/X/'^ P, UY,Y,,) = ol, fori=i' 
=0, otherwise. ...(3.3.9) 
and(ii) UY,)=y„^x!y, UY,Y,d = ol for i=i' 
=0, otherwise 
where P=(Pj,P2,...,P^)'', Y=(Yi'Y2'-"'Yf/ a^d E, stands for model expectation. 
Let the finite population of size N is a ramdom sample from these models. Then the least 
square estimates of P and y are same as the optimum choices of T and F as given in (3.3.5). 
Now, we have a guide line from the above super-population models to get the unbiased estimate 
of M^^ as 
^o-(^)[i--~)ol, ,„-(- ^-) o\ J ..'.(3.3.10) 
where o] .„ ^ ^ E , , K K' ? ; . / ' " , : U , ' " - ^ , ' i ' XA-, '"-^^ ') ' -J] 
.2 1 
^y^ fi _^_2^'^2 ^^^' ^ (2)) ~'^o(^,-X(2))^Xi~^{2)) "f J are the unbiased estimators of a^ and 
' - ' • ' - • " " • ' - ' " ^ " ' o i 
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and o^ respectively. 
Dorfman (1994) has been shown that the use of full-sample (first phase sample as well as 
second phase sample) may be more efficient than by using only second phase sample. For full-
sample the estimate of M ^  is given as 
A ^ , r - ^ [ ( — - - ) a ,„+(-L—L)6 ] ...(3.3.11) 
" A -^1 /?, N y-' /?2 /?, ^ 
where < o . ^ ^ E . , ( ^ r ^ / - E , ^iA'/>^-X/;/)(X,")-^S')'g 
and < - - ^ ^ E . , ( ^ r ^ 2 ) ) ' - ^ ^ ^ t ; ; A;,,X;] 
3.4 The Optimum Choices of Sample Sizes for Fixed Cost Function 
We will choose the values of n^ and n^ such that the optimum mean squared error of d in 
(3.4.7) is minimum for a specified cost function. Let Cj and Cj be the per unit cost for q-
auxiliary variables X and the study variable Y respectively. Let c^ be the over head cost and c, 
be the total cost, then a cost function may be defined as 
'^r'^o^'-'x'h'^Ci'h ...(3.4.1) 
Lemma 3.5.1 
The optimum choices of n, and n^ for which M„ in (3.3.6) is minimum for the cost function 
(3.4.1) are given by 
and /72"=-i-(c,-c,y(l-p^,2 ) ...(3.4.2) 
gvc^ 
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with minimum mean squared error 
^ c ^ ^ . ^ L - i l l l l ^ ) ...(3.4.3) 
" N-l c-c^, N 
where i r = V ( p T I 7 T ^ ? i 7 > V r ^ ' P ' 1 2 ,)^2-
Proof 
We have to choose the n, and KJ such that the mean square error (3.3.6) will be minimum 
under the fixed cost function (3.3.1), then by using Lagrange multiplier one may consider the 
following function 
^ = ^ ^ [ — ( P / 1 2 g-P/12 >t) + — ( 1 - P r l 2 g)- ^ 7 — ] 
N-l n^ ^ ^ -^ n^ N 
-Uc-c^-n^{c^j^+c^)+n2C^J ...(3.4.4) 
where A, is a Langrange multiplier. 
Differentiating (3.4.4) w.r. to n^, n^ and X respectively, and equating equal to zero, we have the 
following equations 
1 iVa^ 
— ( - T 7 T ) ( P K 1 2 , / - P K 1 2 X) + ^(^IX + CI , )=0 
"2 
2 A^-1 
7 
9 
- ^ ( ^ ^ ) ( 1 - P ; . 2 ,)-^^2<r0 ) •••(3-4.5) 
and c,-c„-/7,(c,^+c,;-/22C2„=0 
After simplification of (3.4.5), we have 
"2 
.^ J^ - — 1 f - ^ ...(3.4.6) ''2fAP/l2 q 9yl2 l) 
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and putting this values to (3.4.5), we get 
"ur M ^ u + c,,) 
and "20 ^ '- ' 
Using these results to (3.3.6), the optimum mean square is 
No' 0-2 1 - P v i 7 L 
M={—^)(-^-—^-^^^^) n 
If all the resources devoted instead to a single phase sampling with no auxiliary variables, then 
c.-c 
the size of the single phase sample from (3.4.1) will be n=( ), with variance 
Nol c, 1 
A'-l c^-c^^ N 
Hence, optimum use of two phase sampling gives a smaller mean 
squared error i.e M^^ < V (Y^) 
2 1 if c,> [ \ / ( 1 - P ; , ) C 2 + / ( P ; . , - P : , ^ , ; C , f ...(3.4.8) 
After some simplification (3.3.4) may be written as 
a> {say) ...(3.4.9) ^^ ek 
2^ (pJ,,-pJ,,,,)[lW(l-pJj]2 
Now, we observe the range of preference in (3.4.9) from the following Table 3.4.1 
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Table 3.4.1 
c. 
Values of $ for the range of preference — < $ 
P/.^'"'" 
Py.^ ' 
.60 
.70 
.80 
.90 
.10 
.11 
.17 
.25 
.40 
.20 
.13 
.18 
.27 
.41 
.30 
.15 
.20 
.29 
.44 
.40 
.20 
.25 
.33 
.49 
.50 
.30 
.34 
.41 
.57 
.60 
-
.63 
.57 
.71 
.70 .80 
-
-
1.07 -
.99 1.87 
The proposed procedure will be better then single phase procedure,if the values of c, and C2 
c, 
are such that — <.30 for p^^io >.50 and further for p^^ >.90. 
3.5. Comparison with other Estimators 
Most of the available works has been done for two auxiliary variables, where the population 
mean of one is known while that of other is not known. Thus we will make a comparison with 
these available estimatos. Let X , and be two auxiliary variables available for estimating the 
population mean Y of the study variable Y, where the population mean X j of X ; is known 
while the population mean X 2 of X 2 is not known. In this situation, a number estimators are 
available. Chand(1975) considered the chain based ratio and product estimators as 
"^2(2) ^ l ( l ) 
and V 
X 
^ = ( - ^ ^ ) ( ^ ^ ) X 
2(1) 
A-, 
X. UD 
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respectively. Kiregyera(] 980,1984) considered chain based ratio-to-regression, ratio-in-regression 
and regression-in-regression estimators as 
2(2) _ 
^ 4 = > ^ ( 2 , - M ( ^ ) ^ l - ^ 2 ( 2 ) ] 
a n d d,= ? ' ( 2 ) + ' ^ ^ i ( ^ 2 ( l ) - ^ 2 ( 2 ) ) + ^ 2 l ( ^ l - ^ l ( l ) ) ] 
respectively. Mukerjee et al.(1987) revised the estimators of Kiregyera(1984) and suggested two 
improved estimators as 
^6= ^ (2 ) "^^72(^2( l )~^2(2 ) ) + '^/y ( ^ 1 ~^1(2) ) 
a n d C^=?'(2) + ^ 7 2 ( ^ 2 ( l ) - ^ 2 ( 2 ) ) + ^y^^21 ( ^ l - ^ l ( l ) ) + ^ r / ( ^ l " ^ l ( 2 ) ) 
Srivastava et al.(I990) gave a general expression for chain based ratio and product estimators and 
one may obtain the following two estimators from their estimator as 
Y Y 
^ 2i\) "^-1(1) 
and ar=(JiL)(£2(i))x, 
^ l ( l ) ^ 2 ( 2 ) 
Besides these, we may consider the following estimators 
^ . 0 - J ^ ( 2 ) - ( ^ ) - ^ ^ ; ( ^ , - ^ U . ) ) 
Xjl(2) 
_- X^ - -
^ 1 1 " ^ ( 2 ) - ( ^ : )"^ ^ 7-^(^2(1) " ^ 2 ( 2 ) ) 
^ 1 ( 1 ) 
^i2 = [ ^ ( 2 ) - ^ ; ( ^ . - ^ i ( i ) ) ] ( - ^ ) 
X 20.) 
- - - x^ 
" l 3 " [ ^ 2 ) + ^ 7 i ? ( ^ 2 ( l ) ^ ^ 2 ( 2 ) ) K - ^ ) 
'^ 14 = ^2 ) "*"^ 7-^  (^2(1) ~-^2(2)) ^^^-Z ( ^ 1 ( 1 ) - ^ 1(2)) 
^15=^(2) + V^1 <^^2(1)~'^2(2))"^^7/2(^1(1)"-^1(2)) 
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and d=r(^^)w-^r,,J^J^)il-iv), io<w<l) 
^ 1(1) ^ 2(2) 
where X .^ , is the sample mean of j-th auxiliary variable from the sample S/^ (j,h=l,2) and 
b J, b 2 and &21 are the regression coefficents of Y on X j , Y on X2 and X2 on X, respectively, 
obtained from the second phase sample. 
Now, the proposed class of estimators for the above situation (k=l and q=2) is 
d-y^)- A (^1-^ , (1 ) ) - ^, (^ , ( i ) -^u2)) - 2^ (^20-^2(2)) - (^-s . i ) 
with mean square error 
N r. \ 1 . 2 . 1 1 ^T 1 
+(_L-_L)(r5a;+r^o^2r,r2a,2-2r, a )-2r2a )] ...(3.5.2) 
The estimator J, to d^^ may be generated from the proposed class of estimators (3.6.1) for 
different choices of the estimators generating statistics t, TJ and x^ and their respective mean 
square errors be obtained for respective values of T,, F, and V^ .(see. Table 3.5.1) 
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d 
^1 
c/. 
d. 
d. 
di 
d. 
d. 
d\o 
dn 
dn 
dn 
du 
d,s 
dn. 
d\i 
tx 
^ 2 ) 
^ 2 ) 
by2 ^21 
-^/y 
T, 
Rx 
-R, 
4i 
ByjB,, 
Byj 
by,^by2b2x By, ^By^B^ 
^ 2 ) - ^ ( 2 ) 
^ ( 1) ^\( 1) 
^ 2 ) - ^ ( 1 ) 
^ ( 2 ) ^\ 
byl 
^ 2 ) 
^ ^ " b 
^ 2 ) 
0 
0 
byj 
U2) W -^ > 
R^ 
-/?, 
By, 
R, 
Byl 
R^ 
0 
0 
By; 
w/?| 
^1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
by, 
by, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
byl 
byl.l 
0 
0 
Table 3.5.1 
r, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
By^ 
By, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
^ l 
Byl.l 
0 
0 
^2 
^ ( 2 ) ''^ 1 
''^1(1) ^^^2(2) 
''^ 1 '^2{ 1) 
^ (2 ) 
•^2(2) 
h.2 
by2 
by2 
^ 2 ) 
^2{ 1) 
^ 2 ) 
^ ( 2 ) 
^ 2 ( 2 ) 
^y2 
^ ( 2 ) 
-^2(2) 
^ ' h 
^y2 
^ 2 . 1 
^ 2 
(1 w)- i^ 
^ 2 ( 2 ) 
r2 
R2 
-R2 
R2 
^y2 
By2 
By2 
-R2 
R2 
Rl 
By2 
Rl 
^ . 2 
^>-2 
^ y 2 . 1 
^2 
w/?2 
For the large sample approximation, the estimator 
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d" Y^,^^b^,{X, .V,,„) > /;,, 2(A^(,) A^,,2)) ' Z'^ , iCA-^d) ^2(2)) -(3.5.3) 
attains the minimum mean square error of the class of estimators d defined in (3.5.1) and the 
mean square error of d " defined in (3.5.3) from section 3.4 is 
M{d")-M,~-JLi^±.^ J^)(l^p2,).( J_-_L)(1 p2,,)] ...(3.5.4) 
Now, for the large sample approximation to the mean square errors of the above estimators {d^ 
to dyi) may be expressed as 
M{ d,) =M,+( - f - -^ -n <^liRiBy2)'+ a/( Pr 12 -pJ-2 ) ] +-|-a?( /?, ^ B^,) ^ 
."2 -"1 •"! 
M{d^)^M„-{^ J_) [ oh/?2^ ^ , - ) ' ' a5'(pii2 pj.^)] ^-^a?(/?, + i5^;)2 
M{ d,) --M„ . ( -L J - ) 1 o h ^2 By2)' < aj( pj 12 p'.^ ) 1 ' 4-^/^ P21 -P7/)' 
^'2 ''\ -"l "2 ''^2 
M{ d,) -M„ K - ^ ir)o'y{. p\ n p\2) ' — aj( 1 p'2) ( p'y 12 P^^) 
M ^ 6 ) = ^ . + ( - ! - - 4 ) ^ / P / ' 2 p ' l 2 
-"2 "i 
M{ dn) -M,^{^ -i-) 4 P/ '2 Pr-^  ^ — 4 P'2 P/-' 
/^2 ^' \ ^^ \ 
M{ d,) =M,^{^-M[ol{ R^^By^) ^ ^  o\{ p\ ,2 ~p%) ] +-i-af( /?, ~ By,) 
M fl',) =^,+( 4 " 4 ^ [ °2( ^2 -^;..)'+ aj( p^ ^ 12 -P -^^ ) ] + ^ a ? ( /?! +^.,) 2 
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H -) f l ] 
M ( J n ) - M o ^ ( — — ) o 5 ( p ' i 2 pj2) >-J-^'^^> ^y'^' 
M(J ,2 ) M „ ^ ( ^ _L) [a l (7?2-f iv2) '^(J?(p 'v . l2 P'2) l 
Midi,) M „ . ( - L - ^ ) a ; ( p v , 2 P > 2 ) ' ~ a i ( / ^ . -Byi)' 
/12 '^  1 "1 
M(^,4) =A .^H -)- -J-) aj p', ,2Py2--J-a;p;/ 
M(rf,6)=A^„+(— —) a;(p',.i2-p;2) 
" 2 " 1 
where « , ^ J 1 , « , ^ , « „ - — ^ J ^ if- "^^^ K ( 4 ) ° ^ • " " " " ' ' 
weight such that (0<w<l). 
From the above expression, we may conclude that M„ < M (d/J , for h=l,2,...,17. 
3.6 Relative Efficiency for the Natural Population Data 
Using the results ot Section 3.5 the percentage relative gain in efficiency of d^, over other 
estimators df^, 
S\= ^^^1^ '^"XlOO, for h=l ,2 , ... ,17 ...(3.6.1) 
are given in the Table 3.6.1a-lc for three data sets of tlie natural population. 
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Data set-a 
The data for the empirical analysis are taken from census 1961 and 1971, West Bengal District 
Census Hand Book, Malda district, India. The population consists of 278 villages under Gajole 
police station with Y=Number of labourers in 1971, X, =Population size of the village in 1961 
and ^=Number of cultivators in 1961. The following values are obtained 
J = 39.03 Xi = 339.95 ^ = 91.36 aj = 3187.27 oj = 123420 
ol = 7325 p^j=. 7704 , p^^^. 5220 , pi2=. 7786 
Data set-b 
The data for the empirical analysis are taken from census 1981, Uttar F*radesh District Census 
Hand Book, Aligarh, India. The population consists of 339 villages under Kuil police station, 
with Y=Number of Literate persons in the village, X, = Area of the village(acres) and 
^=Number of Cultivators in the village. The following values are obtained 
F=316.23 A; =23654 \-^\A\.l\ a;=(267.85)' ai=( 18679.26)' 
a|=(109.11)' p,;=. 6553, p^ ^ =. 7381 , Pi2 =• 6454 
Data set-c 
The data for the empirical analysis are taken from Population Census 1991: Dhaka District, 
Bangladesh. The population consists of 606 innzas under Savar, Dhamri and Nababgonj police 
stations, with Y=Nuniber of Literate persons in the inouza, X, = Area of the mouza(acres) and 
X^ =Number of inhabitants in the mouza. The following values are obtained 
F=438.22 A[=310.15 ^ = 1382.42 aj =(560.52)^ a?=(366.48f 
a2^=(438.22)^ p^, -. 5422 , p^ ^ =• 8685 , p,2 =. 7268 
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The percentage relative gain in efficiency of d^,, over other estimators df, 
Table 3.6.1a 
^„ 
d^ 
^2 
d. 
d. 
d, 
d. 
di 
d. 
d. 
d\o 
dn 
dn 
dn 
du 
d^s 
^16 
d\i 
.10 
80.85 
446.86 
85.04 
78.11 
80.52 
84.63 
88.84 
390.79 
136.92 
80.77 
1123 
80.11 
77.23 
99.75 
66.43 
77.15 
90.49 
.20 
71.67 
457.81 
80.04 
70.23 
75.03 
74.93 
83.31 
346.10 
183.38 
71.51 
68.46 
71.51 
68.46 
105.05 
75.55 
68.31 
84.94 
.30 
62.57 
468.67 
75.07 
62.41 
69.58 
65.31 
77.83 
301.75 
229.48 
62.33 
59.77 
62.33 
59.77 
110.31 
84.60 
59.53 
79.43 
.40 
53.53 
479.44 
70.13 
54.65 
64.17 
55.76 
72.39 
257.76 
275.22 
53.22 
51.15 
53.22 
51.15 
115.53 
93.58 
50.83 
73.96 
.50 
44.57 
490.14 
65.24 
46.95 
58.81 
46.29 
67.00 
214.10 
320.61 
44.18 
42.59 
44.18 
42.59 
120.71 
102.49 
42.20 
68.53 
1 
2 
.60 
35.67 
500.75 
60.39 
39.30 
53.49 
36.89 
61.64 
170.77 
365.65 
35.20 
34.10 
35.20 
34.10 
125.85 
111.33 
33.63 
63.14 
.70 
26.85 
511.27 
55.57 
31.72 
48.21 
27.56 
56.33 
127.78 
410.34 
26.30 
25.67 
26.30 
25.67 
130.95 
120.10 
25.12 
57.80 
.80 
18.09 
521.72 
50.79 
24.20 
42.96 
18.30 
51.06 
85.12 
454.69 
17.47 
17.31 
17.47 
17.31 
136.01 
128.81 
16.68 
52.49 
.90 
9.40 
532.09 
46.04 
16.73 
37.76 
9.12 
45.82 
42.79 
498.70 
8.70 
9.01 
8.70 
9.01 
141.03 
137.44 
8.31 
47.23 
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Table 3.6.1 h 
d, 
dx 
d. 
d. 
d. 
d. 
de 
dn 
d. 
d. 
dm 
dn 
d\2 
dn 
du 
^ . 5 
^16 
dii 
.10 
20.20 
659.34 
22.05 
12.07 
12.60 
53.86 
59.30 
600.79 
78.74 
18.36 
13.67 
18.36 
13.67 
64.15 
32.73 
11.83 
29.84 
/7, 
'2 
.20 .30 
19.21 
627.58 
22.77 
10.56 
11.58 
46.00 
56.45 
515.07 
131.72 
15.68 
13.64 
15.68 
13.64 
65.77 
38.94 
10.10 
26.40 
18.30 
598.22 
23.43 
9.16 
10.64 
38.73 
53.82 
435.82 
180.70 
13.20 
13.61 
13.20 
13.61 
67.27 
44.67 
8.51 
23.22 
.40 " 
17.46 
571.00 
24.05 
7.87 
9.76 
32.00 
51.37 
362.33 
226.13 
10.90 
13.58 
10.90 
13.58 
68.66 
50.00 
7.03 
20.27 
.50 
16.67 
545.68 
24.62 
6.66 
8.95 
25.73 
49.10 
293.99 
268.36 
8.77 
13.55 
8.77 
13.55 
69.95 
54.95 
5.65 
17.53 
.60 
15.94 
522.08 
25.16 
5.54 
8.19 
19.89 
46.98 
230.28 
307.74 
6.78 
13.53 
6.78 
13.53-
71.16 
59.56 
4.37 
14.97 
.70 
15.26 
500.03 
25.66 
4.49 
7.48 
14.43 
45.00 
170.75 
344.54 
4.92 
13.51 
4.92 
13.51 
72.29 
63.87 
3.17 
12.58 
.80 
14.62 
479.37 
26.13 
3.51 
6.82 
9.31 
43.15 
114.99 
379.00 
3.17 
13.49 
3.17 
13.49 
73.34 
67.91 
2.05 
10.34 
.90 
14.01 
459.98 
26.57 
2.59 
6.20 
4.51 
41.41 
62.66 
411.34 
1.54 
13.47 
1.54 
13.47 
74.33 
71.70 
.99 
8.24 
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Table 3.6.1c 
d„ 
dx 
d. 
d. 
d. 
d. 
d. 
di 
d. 
d. 
dm 
du 
d\2 
dn 
dxA 
d,s 
die 
d\i 
.10 
11.91 
.20 .30 
14.02 15.59 
1007.0 836.86 710.42 
70.73 
12.79 
5.99 
133.53 
148.03 
934.50 
84.48 
6.64 
10.97 
6.64 
10.97 
144.17 
81.52 
5.69 
75.24 
.40 .50 
16.80 17.76 
.60 
18.55 
.70 
19.20 
612.77 535.10 471.84 419.32 
114.30 146.67 171.67 191.5 
16.41 19.10 
4.82 3.95 
101.18 77.15 
125.91 109.47 
713.13 548.68 
137.75 177.33 
5.03 3.83 
13.31 15.05 
5.03 3.83 
13.31 15.05 
119.34 100.89 
71.86 64.68 
4.31 3.29 
57.24 43.86 
21.18 22.83 
3.28 2.75 
58.60 43.84 
96.78 86.69 
207.75 
24.18 
.2.31 
31.82 
78.46 
221.19 
25.30 
1.95 
21.84 
71.64 
421.68 320.67 238.39 170.08 
207.89 232.20 
2.91 2.18 
16.39 17.45 
2.91 2.18 
16.39 17.45 
86.64 75.30 
59.14 54.73 
2.50 1.87 
33.53 25.32 
252.0 
1.58 
18.32 
1.58 
18.32 
66.07 
51.14 
1.36 
18.62 
268.44 
1.09 
19.05 
1.09 
19.05 
58.41 
48.16 
.93 
13.07 
.80 
19.75 
375.02 
232.54 
26.24 
1.65 
13.42 
65.88 
.90 
20.22 
337.15 
242.23 
27.05 
1.39 
6.22 
60.96 
112.47 63.21 
282.30 294.15 
.67 
19.66 
.67 
19.66 
51.94 
45.65 
.57 
8.38 
.31 
20.18 
.31 
20.18 
46.42 
43.50 
.27 
4.38 
From the above data set, we observe that the PRGE of d^ over d^f^ is minimum and over di 
is maximum. If we have no information in the first phase then the PRGE of d^ over the 
estimators d^^ and d^^ is quite satifactory than other estimators. The estimators d^ and d^ 
suggested by Kiregyera( 1980, 1984) are better than d(, and d-j, which are proposed by Mukerjee 
et al.{\^%l)- The PRGE of d^ over J,o and d^2 are same and similary over d^^ and ^,3 are 
same. 
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3.7 Extension for Multi-phase sampling 
r 
Let Sg = [\,l,...,n^,} be a finite population of size n„ (given). Let X ['^ be a vector of ^ A;^  -
auxiliary variables and these be available from rth phase source (r=l,2,...,m) with moderate cost 
to estimate the population mean Y ^^. Y, of the study variable Y, . Let X '/^ be available for 
all ie,Sr_i, where 5,. is a sample drawn from S^^, under the sampling design D^ (r=l,2,...,m). 
The study variable K, is observed for all ie5„„ a comparatively small sample with low cost. 
Denote X ( ' - ) = ( X / ' ^ ' , X / ^ ^ ' , . . . , X / ' ^ V , Xy^ {X,,,X^,,. . . , X„ ) ' {X^, denotesthe 
i-th unit of jth variable) and the population mean XJ'^ = — ^ ^ X/" ' . 
We assume that X/'^ is the stronger predictor than X/'' ' ' (for T=2,3,...,m) of the study 
variable F, and let the super-population model for the rth phase source describe the point scatter 
( V,- ,X^ ^*) in the finite population in the following way 
CA >;, y,') o; //' / - / ' ...(3.7.1) 
-0, othei-wise 
Where ^(^) =( p o ' , p(2); _ ^ p(O') /^  and p '^') =( pi ' ' \ pi^\ . . . , pi^^) '. C. and Cr stand 
for model expectation and covariance respectively. 
Let K( ,„) be an unbiased estimate of the population mean Y under the sampling design D^ at 
the m-th phase, K^. \ ^ be an unbiased estimate of the population mean Xy? under the sampling 
design Z), (r=2,3,...,m). If the coefficient vector L '^'^  = ( ? ( ' ' ' , M 2 ) ' , . . . , ^ (»-)') ''.(vector of 
vectors), where vector t ^'"^ ={t \''\ t ^''\ . . . , t j:l^) ', is a random vector of order 
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{^2 ^r) xl,then the estimator of Y may be define as 
/• = ! 
'" _ _ 
^ . r > ( „ , ) ^ E ( ^ / ; \ ) ^ ! : ; ) ' ^ ' ^ ^ •••(3-7.2) 
Suppose the coefficient vector is preassigned constant, say,T <'' \ then the estimator of Y may 
be written as 
— '" — — 
/ • = ! 
Denote A^p E,E,. . . E, , CXX\[],Xl[]') and A[;^ ^E,E^. . . £ , . , Q ( X / ; / , f(,)) 
where E^ ,C^ and K^  stand for conditional design based expectation,variance and covariance of 
the available variables of rth phase (r=l,2,...,m). 
Theorem 3.7.T 
//Z*''^ is a preassigned constant vector, then the estimator d^ defined in (3.7.3) is unbiased 
with 
the variance 
V( d,,)=ViY^,„^) . J ] ( T ( ^ ) ' / l / / ^ I ( ^ ) -2T(^) ' / l i ; ' ) ...(3.7.4) 
r -1 
The optimum choice of T^'''' is 
Tl,;y~A!,p 'A^P ...(3.7.5) 
and the minimum variance is i^iven by 
I}) 
i/(c/j=v(r(„,)) -52/i^)'^i;' Ui.;') ...(3.7.6) 
r J 
It is conventional to assume that errors of estimation of T ^''^ 's (r=l,2,...,m) are small so that we 
could ignore third and higher order moments of the difference(L' ''^  - 7 ^ '• '), then for large sample, 
7 1 
we may choice the random vector L '^'^  as an asymptotic unbiased estimator of 7^''^ 
(r=l,2,...,m). 
Similarly, we could assume that third and higher order moments of (X.^['\) '^u) )'s and 
{ V^ ,„) Y) 's also be negligible, then we have the mean square error of d^ 
MidJ«WidJ ...(3.7.7) 
and minimum mean square error of d,„ 
H(d.)~~K.idJ •••(3-7.8) 
If we assume the finite population of size n „ is a random sample of from the infinite population 
(3.7.1) then the least square estimate of ]3*'' is same as T \']l . 
Now, the estimated optimum value of Z ^ '•' is 
t^'^=T^'^ ...(3.7.9) 
o opt ^ ^ 
and the optimum estimator of Y is given by 
m 
with minimum mean squared error (3.7.8). The estimate of the minimum mean squared error is 
given by 
w(dJ=Hid,„) ...(3.7.11) 
where " stands for respective unbiased estimator, which are not difficult to obtain once the 
sampling design for selection of S,. (r=l,2,...,m) is specified. 
If we use SRSWOR at all phases, then we have 
^ ™ ) - ^ E . , „ > ^ ^V: i T s ^ r ' (r=l>2,...,m) 
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" o . 1 1 A ^ 2 ^ 2 . 1 
''(?(»)) = ^ ( ^ ^ ) ° . . "^^E.v.o'.-'') 
«„ ' /^„ «» 
/ 1 , , ^ 
^ ' - " ^ ^ i - f^^-' ' A l ^ 7 r ^ . v ^^'^'"^(<') '^^'^'"^^ forr=l,2,...,m 
n,, I n. 11,, "• " " r o 
Result 3.7.1 
We have from theorem 3.7.1, the mean squared error of d, 
IK 
• E ( 1 1 
"o 1 f-A "r "r 1 
)(l<^)'A'i,^I^^)-21^-)'A',5) ...(3.7.12) 
The optimum choice of T^'^^ is 
Aii=^ 'Air ...(3.7.13) 
and the minimum meam squared error of (3.7.2) 
n, Hi O - Voi ^.J = - ^ E ^ - f - V ^ ) ( ^  -PV 12 :.,.^..... .^ .) oj ...(3.7.14) 
n„-\fr{ n, n,-\ 
where p 12 /"l t/-, ' • A'r 
\ 
—i!^ —^^ ^ ^ is multiple correlation coefficient. 
Now, the the unbiased optimum estimate of T '^'^  is given as 
L(;) = -^^l -' -^f) ...(3.7.15) 
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with the unbiased minimum mean s(iuared estimate 
where b , , „ = _ - j _ ^ 5 ] ^ ^ _ {( K, - K,,.,) ^ < , ( I / ' ' -X , ' , , ; > ) ( X / ' i - l , ' ; , ' ) ' L,l is an 
in r 
unbiased estimate of ( 1 p^  12 /ti+i^.... /^t,) o^  . 
It is noted that d-''^ A^ J^^  T^y^ is ihe vector of sample partial regression coefficient obtained 
from m-th phase sample. 
The estimators suggested by Ghosh (1947), Khan and Tripathi (1967) and Tripathi and Ahmed 
(1993) are obtained from (3.8.1) if(m=/:i ,^, =0 for i>l), (m=k2,k,=0,ki=0 for i>2) and 
(m=k]+k2,kj=0 for i>2) respectively. Samdal and Swensson(1987) is a particular case of Tripathi 
and Ahmed (1993). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE CLASSES OF ESTIMATORS USING TWO PHASE SAMPLING 
AND STRATIFICATION 
4.L Introduction 
A number of sample survey studies depend on the possessing the advance information on 
several auxiliary variables correlated with the principal variable. Sometime these auxiliary 
variables are either readily available or may be made available by diverting a part of the survey 
resources. This information may be used to improve the precision of estimation of parameters 
such as population mean, total, variance or coefficient of variation of the survey variable, hi 
multivariate ratio and regression estimation, it is used to require the knowledge of the population 
means of the auxiliary variables as discuss in Chapter two and Chapter three. If it is desired to 
stratify the population according to the value of auxiliary variable(s), tiieir frequency distribution 
must be known. When such information is lacking, it is sometimes relatively cheap to take a 
large preliminary sample in which the auxiliary variable(s) along is measured. The purpose of 
this sample is to furnish a good estimate of the population mean(s) of the auxiliary variable(s) 
or of the frequency distribution of the auxiliary variable(s). In a survey whose function is to make 
estimate for study variable, it may pay to devote part of the resources to this preliminary sample, 
although this means that the size of the sample in the main survey on study variable must be 
decreased. 
The problem of estimation of the population mean(or total) of the survey variable in the 
situations where population means (or total) of all the auxiliary variables under consideration are 
known has been considered for stratification by several authors including Raj(1965), 
Srivastava(1971), Singh(1969) and Tripathi( 1970,1989). hi case none of the auxiliary variable 
means are known, the estimation procedures based on two phase sampling schemes have been 
considered by Rao( 1973a, 1973b), Tripathi( 1970,1976), Ige and Tripathi(1987), Tripathi and 
Bahl(1990) and Treder and Sedransk (1993) to cite a few. 
h\ this Chapter, we have extended the above study to the situation of several auxiliary variables 
by considering some of the population means of the auxiliary variables are known while that of 
otliers are not known in case stratified sampling. 
4.2. The Proposed Class of Estimators and Its Properties 
Let /7 = (l,2,...,i,...,N} be a finite population of size N(given) and let K, be the value of the 
study variable Y and X, be the vahie of the q-auxiliary variable X , X =( X "^  '^  , X '^ -' ) ', 
where X '^^  =( X,, X2, . . . , X J ' and X ^^^ ^{X^,^, X^^^, . . . , X^)'. Let the population 
mean X ^ '^  of X ^ '^  be known and X ^^ ^ of X ^^ ^ be unknown. The object is to estimate the 
finite population mean( or total) of a st\idy variable Y for the above situation by using stratified 
sampling. 
Let the population IJ be divided into L non-overlapping strata (sub-populations), 
L 
U^, U2, . . . , Ui^ of sizes N^, N2, . . . , /V^  respectively, such that ^ /V, =/V. Let ( X;,, y^,) 
be the i-th unit of 1-th strat\im of the variable { X, Y ) for 1=1, 2, ..., L, then 1-th strata (sub-
population) mean and the population mean of Y and X be defined respectively. 
It is assumed tliroughout that «(,) is sufficiently large that Pr(n(,)=0) is negligible and 
l<0 ; (2 )^ / ( i ) for 1=1,2,...,L. 
Now, the two phase sampling can be operated for the above situation in the following two ways 
Case I. Stratification on the information of the suitable auxiliary variable(s) from X ^'^. 
Ca.se II. Stratification on the information of the suitable auxiliary variable(s) from X (^' . 
Case I. 
Select a preliminary large sample 5, ^,) from 1-th strata of size /j , ^ ^ (1=1, 2,..., L) according 
L 
to a suitable sampling scheme D , (say) such that X) " ' ( D ="( i) ^'^ then select a subsample 
^/(2) from5;(,) ofsize«;(2) (1=U 2, ..., L) according to a another sampling scheme Z) 2 (say) 
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such that 2^ «/(2) ^"(2) 
We observe X;, for all i , z eS / j , , and ( X;,, F,,) for all i , i eS;(2) ' where S,(,, is a 
preliminary large sample of fixed size n^^ selected from 1-th strata at moderate cost according 
to a specific samplijig scheme D, and 5,(2) ^^  ^ sub-sample of fixed size n, (2) selected from 5, ( D 
according to a another(or same) sampling scheme D 2 • 
Let X/(,) be an unbiased estimator of X, based on Z), and let F,^2) ^"'^  ^/(2) ^^ ^^ ^ 
unbiased estimators of F; and X^ respectively, based on D 2 • 
Let us denote 
^ . ( i ) = E W;^/(i)> ^ ^ ( 2 ) - E W^  ^/(2) a n d X ^ ( 2 ) = E ^^^/ (2) -(4.2.2) 
/=1 /=1 /=1 
The proposed class of combined stratified estimators for Y is given by 
where f, =( ^ M . ^ / 2' • • • » ^/*) ' a^ *^^  "^ z =('^/1» '^/2' • • • »"^/g) ^ are the suitably chosen 
colunrn vectors of statistics depending on the information obtained from 5,(i) and 5,(2) • 
The proposed class of separate stratified estimators for Y is given by 
^ . . r ^ - ( 2 ) ^ ^s^ (^^'^-^i%)^^'sr ( ^ . . ( 2 ) - ^ . . ( . ) ) •••(4-2.4) 
where t^ =(r , , 1, ^v 2' • • • . ^r J 'and r,, = ( T , , ,, r,, 2^  • • • . '^s, ,)' are the suitably 
chosen column vectors of statistics depending on the information obtained from 5, and 52-
It may be noted that several interesting estimators may be generated from d ^^ and d^, for 
specific choices of random vector / , , r^, ? ^ , and T^, (Tripathi and Ahmed(1993). 
We will assume, E^i X^\^^^) =X/(V) ...(4.2.5) 
where E^ stands for scheme based conditional expection given the sampling scheme D,. 
If the second phase sample is a subsample (or indepei\dent) sample from the first pliase sample, 
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then one may state the followmg lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.1 
Under the assumption (4.2.1) 
where Q stands for scheme based conditional variance-covariance given the sampling scheme 
Z?,, O and O^^j are zero matrices of order qxq and qxl respectively. 
Proof 
Since Cj is the conditional variance-covariance given the sampling scheme D , , then the proof 
is straightforward. 
Let us denote, 
^ l ( ^ / ( l ) ' - ^ / ( l ) ) " ^ / ! ' -^1 ^ 2 ( - ^ 7 ( 2 ) ' ^ 7 ( 2 ) ) - ^ / ' ' ^ / 
/=1 
A\'''-~E,C,CX^II, XJli;), Ay'^-E,C,(X,[\\,XJli;), Ar'=E,C,iXJll,,Wi'2,) 
£", C2(X/(2). ^/(2))=<^/ G,^iG, , Gi )',Q -^E\C2{X\ll^, K/(2)), 
Q ^E\ C^i Xj^ 2) ' ^ ( 2) ) ' ^st =E^ C 2 ( ^ , (2) 5 ^^ ( 2) ) ^st ^^\ ^ 2 V ^.sY (2) ' ^sv (2) ) 
E,C,{X,,,,,, ^ . ( 2 ) ) - E W^/^^; /»,. , / l , . 
/ = l 
^ _ _ £ 
^(n , (2 ) )=E ^^/'»'/.= .^r<,, ^.(^i! \ ) , >:^(,))=E ^^G,=G,,, 
and ^ , C 2 ( A : , ( 2 ) , n r ( 2 ) ) = E ^^G,^G, ,G,'~{GI,''\ G'J'')' ...(4.2.7) 
. ( 1 1 ) . ( 1 2 ) 
•^ St •^ sr 
. ( 1 2 ) ' . ( 2 2 ) 
^ sr ^ xr 
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where £,, F, and C, stand for sampling scheme based unconditional expection, variance and 
variance-covariance respectively and E2, V2, and Cj stand for conditional (given S^^) 
expection, variance and variance-covariance respectively. 
Lemma 4.2.2 
From (4.2.6-7), we have 
CiXJlh, ^,^2)) =Gn-GJ'' and CiX<^%, V^ ,2,) -G,„ ^G^J' ...(4.2.8) 
Proof 
Tlie proof of the above lemma is referred to chapter two. 
We assume, 
E{tj) =7), Eir,) =Yj and E{t^,) ~^T,,, - E{r,,) =T _„ 
or E{t,) - 7 ) , E{T,) ^V, mAEUst) " ^ t . ^ ( ^ . r ) ^ r , , ...(4.2.9) 
and let us denote 
df'rll ^ ^ ; [ ^ ( 2 ) - ^ 7 : ^ ( ^ ' ^ - ^ ( V ) ) - r ; ( X / ( 2 ) - ^ / ( i ) ) ] ...(4.2.10a) 
and ^ ; , = r , ( 2 ) - 7 .^ ( ! ; ( ' > - ! < ; ; , ) ) < {Xsm,-KiX)) ...(4.2.11b) 
then we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.1 
The estimators d,", and d," ^ defined in (4.2. lOa-lOb) are unbiased estimators of Y and their 
variances are given respectively, by 
I 
^ ' ( ^ ; , ) - E ^'\y,o'T'i^,j T,-T',A;T,-2TJG,j-2T',q] ...(4.2.11a) 
/ - I 
'^C ds%) =K,„ -T'^ A,, T^ + r ; 4,, r , , -2 7i, G^j - 2 r ; a, ...(4.2.11b) 
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the optimum choices of 7,, T^ , , T, and F^ ,, which minimize (4.2.1 J a-1 lb), are given by 
T,=AU'G^J, T„=A-S,\ G,,, Ti=Af'Giand T,, =^;'G,, ...(4.2.12) 
and the resulting minimum variances are given by 
K>(^ . " , )=E W][yio-(^nA!l Gij-CfiAi'q] ...(4.2.13a) 
KX dfr,) -Vs.o - 4 / ^sa G,„ -ds, A;,' G„ ...(4.2.13h) 
Proof 
We have 
since, £ ( X / ^ ' - X / / , \ ) = 0 , £ ( X,^^)-^/(.)) = Q, 
and £ ( Xj ') -Xi 'n)) = Qt ^ (^ ^^ .z (2) ^ -'^ .z (i)) " Q/ ' Q- ^ ^^ <^ , ^'^ ^^^ ^ ^^^rs of order kxl 
and qxl respectively. 
We may write, 
^.v",-^=E w^f( ^f(2)--^f) -7 ] f ( i< ( ' | ) - : ^" ) - r ; [ ( ^ ( 2 ) - ^ ) - ( ^ ( 1 ) - ^ ) ] -(4.2.14) 
-r/ {(i;(2) -i;) -(X;(,) -:^)}{(1-/(2) -i;) -(x^^ .^  -x,))' v, 
-2fj(X^l]y-Xl'^){Y,^,,-Y,) ~2f,(Xj;i~X<'^)(V;,,, V,) 
- - 2 r ; { ( ^ , ( 2 ) - ^ ) - ( A ; ( , ) - ^ ) } ( r , (2)-?;) 
-2T;{Xj;i~Xr^){(X,,,,~X^)-iX,^^^^X,)}'T,] ...(4.2.15) 
Similarly, 
( ^ . ; , - ^ ) = ( ^ ^ ( 2 ) - ^ ) - 7 ^ . ( ^ . 7 , ) - ^ ' ^ ) - r ; { ( i : , , ( 2 ) ^ ^ ) - ( ^ . ( , ) - ^ ) ^ ] ...(4.2.16) 
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-2 fs,{xl,'l)-x^'^){ ^ . ( 2 ) -n -2r^, i (^(2)~x) -(^,(,)-X)}(};,(,^ f) 
^2 7'sr{X^,'}^,^^'')KX,,2^-X)-{X,,,,^X))'Y,] ...(4.2.17) 
Since the strata are non-overlapping and the samples are drawn independently from defferent 
strata, all covariances terms are vanished, then we have 
V{ d:^) = K,„ . Ti A,, T, . r ; A_, T, -2 7i, G,, -2T', G, D 
Differentiating (4.2.11a-l lb) w.r. to T/, F,, 7,, and Y^^ and equating equal to respective zero 
vectors, 2 T[ A ,j -2 G[I = O^ 2,T[A^~2 G/= O,^  
2 7 ,^ /I,,, -2 ^,y = <9^  2, r ; 4^ -2 (^, = q, ...(4.2.18) 
then we have the optimum choices of ( 7,, F,) and ( T^, , F ,^ ) as 
Tj ^ Ail G„ , r,, =4,;] G^fj Tj =4" G/ and F^ .^  =4^ (^ .^  D 
Substituting these values and after some simplification, we have 
Kid.:;^) =x; iv][ v,,-d„ A,] G,,-diAj'G^] 
/ = i 
v,i d^,^) =K,,, -d,„ A;}, G,„ -d„ 4; ' G^, u 
Express d^^ ^ and d^^ ^ defined in (4.2.1) in terms (4.2.11a-l lb) 
< r , = ^ ; / E W,{{t ,-T,) 'Cxl'' -~X\l\,) ^{T rV,) ' ( ^ ( 2 ) - ^ ( . ) ) J ...(4.2.19a) 
< r r ^ . r , - ( ^ . - 7 ; j ' ( A ^ J ) - i ; ( ' ^ ) . ( T , - F ^ ) ' ( ^ , ( , ^ - ^ ( , ^ ) ...(4.2.1%) 
Now, we state the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.2.2 
The biases of d^^ and c/^ , ^ are given respectively, by 
B{d,)-Y. ^[E{tl{X;^'^-X)l\,)UE{T',{X,,,-X,,,))] ...(4.2.20a) 
B{d_,J-B[t:A^J'-^st%)]^E[riAX,,,,-X,,,,)] ...(4.2.20ft) 
and the variances of d^, ^ and d^^ ^ are given respectively, by 
Vid^)=V id:) ^2 (1,^0,2 ...(4.2.21a) 
V(d^;)-V(dfr^)-2Q,^Q, ...(4.2.21h) 
where Q.; = E "f ^ t ( ^^'^ ^^('i)) ' ( ^ - 7 ) ) - ( ^^ „-A^^^)) ' ( T;-F/) J ( fi^^, - ?) 
Qj=B[(x!J^ -xy/,,)' (^, -T, .(^,(,)-X,, , ,) ' (T, -r,)](dj;^-v) 
Qc2-jl ^'E[{X^'' ^X^ll))' {t rT,){t ,-T,)' (X^'^ -X^l\,) 
+(^(1) - ^ (2 ) ) ' (T; - r , ) ( r , - r , ) ' { \ , , -\,^) 
and a^ ^E [ ( A<'> - A ; ^ / , ) ) ' ( / , , - T , ) ( / , , -T;, ) ' ( ^ / ' -^,V,)) 
•*"( ^1 (1) ~ ^ 7 ( 2 ) ) ' i'^St ~^st ) (''•.« ~^st ) ' i ^ t (\) ' ^ ( 2 ) ) 
Proof 
The proof is referred to chapter tliree. 
Theorem 4.2.3 
If the terms Q^j, Q^j, Q^^ ^nd Q^^ consisting of third and fourth order central moments are 
neglected, then the mean squared error of d^^ and J ,^ are given respectively, by 
m d,, y~V^{ <;,) =52 W^ [ vio -Cy/ A-,] G,, - d, A,' G,\ ...(4.2.22a) 
M <,,,) ~~ K>( ^.vrJ ^^ -^.sv. -<^sa 4.,! q.; -6 ,^ Av' G„ ...(4.2.22b) 
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and the optimum choices of {Ti,Ti) and ( T^, , T^, ) are 
{Tl'=Au'G„ n = V < ^ / ) a n d {T:, =A;,\ G,,, H, =^;'G„ ) ...(4.2.23) 
Finally, the minimum mean square errors are given respectively, 
H ( d, ) = K„ ( <;; ,)-'tw][v,, -G'u A,-; G, - G /A^ 'G , ] ...(4.2.24a) 
M <^,) - Ki dj;,) -Vsro -d^i A ; ] G,,, d„ A ; ' a , ...(4.2.24b) 
Proof 
By using the remarks (3.3.1-3.3.4) chapter three, one may proof the results. 
Case II. 
In this case, we select a preliminary large sample i'^  ]) of size n^  j) from the population {] 
according to a suitable sampling scheme /), (say) and then stratify 5(,^ into L strata 
^i( i) ' ^2(1)' • • • ' ^i(i) select a subsample .S;(2) ^^o"^ ^i{\) ^^ ^'^^ "/(2) (1=1,2,...,L) 
L 
according to a another sampling scheme Z)j(say) such that X] 'J/(2) ~'^ (2) 
We observe X^ , for all i , i eS^-^ and ( X^ , K^ , ) for all i , i eS^2) ^ where S^^ is a 
preliminary large sample of fixed size n, (^ selected from 1-th strata at moderate cost according 
to a spacific sampling scheme D^ and Si (2) is a sub-sample of fixed size n^  ^ 2) selected from S^^^^ 
according to a another(or same) sampling scheme D2 
U is assumed throughout that ?i(,) is sufficiently large that Pr(n(,^=0) is negligible and 
1 ^^/(2) ^^n 1) ^°^ 1=1,2,...,L. Let X^ (,) be an unbiased estimator of X; based on D, ,f; (,) and 
J^(2) be the unbiased estimators of f, and ^^ respectively, based on [\ and let X; (,) be an 
unbiased estimate of X based on Z),. 
^ - - ^ _ i. _ 
Denoting X.^ .^^J^ ^^/(.)^/( 0 , i^; (2) = E ^^/(.)>'/(2) and X ; ( 2 ) = E ^ / ( . ) ^ / (2 ) . 
' = 1 ; =1 / =1 
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where weight W,^^^ =!ll^ for 1=1,2,...,L. 
The proposed class of combined stratified estimators for Y is given by 
I = 1 
where f /* =( f ;; , f c , • • • , ^ ;jt ) ' and T;* =( r^ , T/*2 , . . . , T/^ ) ^ are the suitably chosen 
column vectors of statistics depending on the information obtained from S^^ and 5,(2) • 
The proposed class of separate stratified estimators for Y is given by 
^srr^ni)' ^ ; ' ( ^ ' ^ - ^ ' ( V ) ) - ^ ^ ^ ' ( ^ a 2 ) - ^ . ( , ) ) ...(4.2.24b) 
w h e r e t ss ={ t sti , ^ st2 •>••••> ^ stk 
) ' and T,; -(T,;; , T;,2 , . . . , TIU, ) ' are the suitably 
chosen column vectors of statistics depending on the information obtained from S, and S j . 
It may be noted that several interesting estimators may be generated from d^^ and d^^ for 
specific choices of random vector 11, TJ, t ^t and r '^, (Tripathi and Ahmed(1993). 
To study the properties of the above estimators, we assume 
...(4.2.25) 
We define 
C, (W^( , )^W). f^(,)X/(',V)=>l// £,C2(H^,(,)X,(2^, W^n)^/ (2) ) -^ / 
• ^ ( l l ) . ^ ( ' 2 ) » ' 
. ( 1 2 ) . ' . ( 2 2 ) . ' ' ^x'-l^ ^ li\)^li2)^ ^l(\)^l{2)) ^ 
Ai Ai 
^ . ^ 2 ( Wf(u^/(2), H^(n^/(2))=C?, O - K ^ ' ^ * ' , ^ ' ^ * V , 
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.4: 
. ( I D * ^ (12 ) 
A / --^1 ^ ( ^ r ( 2) ' "^^ (2) ) » 
^ , < ^ ( ^ ( 2 ) ' ^ ' ( 2 ) ) -^^> 4 " ^ * - ^ , ^ ( ^ . V 2 V ^ M 2 ) ' ) A^' ' '*=^,<q(^. '(V).^M2/) 
^ ( ^ ( 2) ) "^  '^ ••sf" ' ^ l ( ^ « r ( l ) ' ^ M l ) ) ' ' ^ ' - ' 
and £ " 1 ^ 2 ( ^ ( 2 ) , ^ r ( 2 ) ) =<^^ 
a;=( <V^*', d'^-')', dj^'-E,QiJi%, }i(2)), 64'^*=£-,Q(^,'(V)> ^(2))-(4.2.26) 
where E^, V[ and C, stand for sampling scheme based unconditional expection, variance and 
variance-covariance respectively and E2, V2 and C2 stand for conditional (given S^^^s^) 
expection, variance and variance-covariance respectively. 
Lemma 4.2.3 
From (4.2.25-26), we have 
C{ ^o)^!l)^ "^(D^uV) =Ah^Ay''\ CiX^J};,, I^////) =A;r, .4i"^* 
^ ( "^(1)^/^2), W d^) K,(2))=67;'G</^' 
anc/ C( A< W). n . (2)) -G:^I ^^^'^ * ...(4.2.27) 
Proof 
The proofs are striaght forward. 
We assume, E(t;)= Ti\ £ ( r / ) =r; and £ (r ; ) =r;, , £ ( r^ ) = r ; 
or £•( / /) ==. r;, i5'( r;) ==r; and £ ( ^ ; ) - r ; , £ ( r ; , ) - r ; ...(4.2.28) 
Define . / ;3=JJ W,^,^ [ f,^^) - 7'/'( X/'> -X//.'^) . r ; ' ( X,(2) ~X,(,)) ] ...(4.2.29a) 
< = >^(2)- ^ ^ ' ( ^ ' ^ • ~ * ( \ ) X / ( ^ ( 2 ) - ^ ( . ) ) ...(4.2.29b) 
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Theorem 4.2.4 
The estimators d," ^ and d^t, defined in (4.2.29a-h) are unbiased estimators of Y and their 
variances are given respectively, by 
V ( a ; J = i : I v,; ^T^'AU T;.r; '/i;r;-27;'q; -2r; en ...(4.2.30a) 
and v{ d^) - vsi - r; ' /Cy 'C -r; ' A; r ; -2 r;' cr^j -2r;' a; ...(4.2.30b) 
the optimum choices of Ti\ T*, , Ti and T^ which minimize (4.2.30a-h), are given by 
Tr=An'c^j, 7:r=4s;;'<^,; rr^Aj-'a and r;;=4sr'<^, ...(4.2.31} 
and the resulting minimum variances are given by 
Ki d^r,) = E f ^'o -alAn' Oij -of A ; - ' a] ...(4.2.32a) 
Kx d:;:) =K,;, -O;/ ^;;' <^ ./ -o"/ ^ r ' a; ...(4.2.32a) 
Prgof 
The proof is same as theorem 4.2.1. 
Theorem 4.2.5 
If the terms consisting of third and fourth order central moments are neglected, then the mean 
squared error of d^^ and d^^ are given respectively, by 
M{d^) -v{d,%)=Y[vi^T;'A;, T;^r;A;r,~iT;'G;j-2Y]'c^] ...(4.2.33a) 
and M{ d^ ; - v{ d:j = y;,, + r; ' 4;/ K +r i 4 ; r ; -2 r;' 6^ ^^  -2 r; ' 6 ,^ ...f4.2.ii&j 
ant/ the resulting minimum mean square errors are given by 
L 
Mk d,, ) -KX d^,) -^Y. ( /^^  - ^ / ^ / / ' Gn -CriAr' G]) ...(4.2.54aj 
A (^ < ) ^KX ^.".) =y^sto -Gia Ka Cfsr, G*^ A'^~' CT^t ...(4.2.34b) 
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Proof 
The proof is same as theorem 4.2.3. 
From theorem 4.2.2 and theorem 4.2.5, we get a guide line for choosing the vectors of statistics 
{t /, T i),{t ,, , T^ ., ),(/ /', r*i) and {t J , TI, ) as the unbiased estimate of optimum ciioices of 
( 7), r^) , ( T ; , r , , ) ,( T;, V]) and ( T ; . r ^ ) respectively. 
4.3 Results for SRSWOR Scheme at both the Phases 
We will now discuss the special situation when the simple random sample without 
replacement(SRSWOR) is used for selecting 5^,) as well as 5,(2) • ^ ^ have 
^(1) ^-Jj ^s,,,, ^'i ' ^ (2) "-^ Ei-.,,, ^n 
1 
and 3^ (2) = ^ E . , ^n for 1=1, 2, ..., L. 
77y(2) '<2' 
We may denote the finite population charecteristics 
...(4.3.1) 
^ = ^ E^;/^^-^)(^/-^)'' ^ = 
^ ( 1 1 ) ^ ( 1 2 ) 
^"'=^E^/4 '^-^") (4 ' ' -A<'^) ' , i^'^'=^E^/^-''-^'^)(^/' '-^'') ' 
A^  ( 22 ) _ 1 j^Y.u, ( ^>' -^'') ( '^^  -^^^) ^ ^r-j^Ea, ( ^^ • -^) ( /^ -^) ' 
^/--:^E^/4'^-^^')(J/.-^) and ol-j^j:^^iY,-Y,)\ ...(4.3.2) 
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The unbiased estimates of finite population charecteristics (4.3.2) frona first phase sample are 
given respectively, by 
A''-! 
TV -1 
Similarly, the unbiased estimates of finite population charecteristics (4.3.2) from second phase 
sample are given respectively, by 
7V-1 
' ^ ' ( 2 > ^ A ^ ( / ; / ( 2 ^ - l ) ^-y/.^, ^ ^ ' " ^ ( 2 ) ^ ( ^ ' ~ ^ ( 2 ) ) ' 
Lemma 4.3.1 
For SRSWORfrom Section 4.2, we have 
^V ' " / (2 ) ^V / I / I %^ ' ^'/(2) ^V 
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"' (^-',A"",.,^A(^-T^)A . 
-7/ A^-1 iJ/(,) A^ 
Gs, = E H^  ' <^ /y, A,='£W ] A, and d7,, =Y, W ]q ...(4.3.5) 
f^ /=i /=i 
Proof 
From chapter tliree, one may proof the lemma. 
Result 4.3.1 
For large sample, the mean square errors of the class of estimators d^^ and d^^ ^ define in 
(4.2.20) are given by 
.( _ L _ - . J _ ) ( r^  ^ ,T, -2V',cl>,) ] ...i4.3.6a) 
^E 4 / ^ ( ^ - T ^ ) r.:. (A/ r, -2 0,) ...(4j.6/;j 
;=i ^v ^ •'^(2) ^V(i ) 
T/ze optimum choices of T;, T^, T^^ and F ,^ are given respectively, by 
7)"=A^ "^  -'0;;, n=A;'(^„ r ; =A^ ;'^  "'0,,; anc/ K =X-I <t>sr -(4.3.7) 
and minimum mean square errors are respectively, 
„ , , , s ' ^ H ^ iCIIv 1 1 9 
K(d,)=Y. V - l t ( -^- -^) ( l -p^^. / ; . ; . *) 
^V(2) ' '^/( l) 
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/ 2 2 
and Hi d.) =5: ^ Z[^" ( ^  -IIF) -'/>^ ^ A^/'^ 'V^; -^ .^ Aj/^, ...{4.3.8h) 
'' U ^ - 1 ^ /^(2) ^1 
A^ / «^ / , 1 1 
»•>- A<"'.5:^^,^-^,Ai-,^_E^ipT^(^ )^*« 
/=1 •'7 
A.^E4!!;^( ' N-\ 'n ~n ^^' ' ^^ ^ 5] -v^r^ ^^  ~li ^"^'^ V ( l ) 
and ?,y,,]j2 Ik 
\ 
<p„ A/ (^„ 
2 and p/ ly . II , 12 A/ 
</>/' A ; (/)/ 
N ^ 
are 
// 
multiple correlation coefficients in the 1-th stratum. 
By substituting the values from (4.3.6) to (4.2.20-22), we get the results. 
Lemma 4.3.2 
Under the assumption (4.2.25), we have 
A; Nr \{U) 
IH\)(N,-\) "KX) ^ 
)K'" ol K n ^^^~~)<^u /;(',)( A^ -1 ) ^'/(i) A^ 
1 
/ ( 2 ) " / ( I ) 
-) A/(,) , Cjl^Ey 1 
.^^ / =E A^ ^ • ( 1 _ 1 ^ A ( 1 1 ) 
3 
) < ^ / ( l 
Ast =^1 
/ ^ / 7 n ^ ( A ^ - l ) ^ / ( i ) A^ 
'^\\)^li\)^r 1 1 
)A^"\ G:,,Y. Nr (^'4r)^n 
i-\ /2(-i)(A^-l) ^h(\) A^  
2 H^^rn/J, ^ 
^/ (1) 
/ I V^ 1 77(1) yv /^, 7;/( , ) I 77/(2) ''V(l) 
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Result 4.3.2 
For large sample, the mean square errors of the class of estimators d^^ ^ and J^, ^ define in 
(4.2.33) are given by 
/ = 1 "l(\) ^ • " / ( 2 ) - " / ( I ) 
iV . 1 1 ^ 2 1 ^ A ? \ 1 1 , ^*', .(U) 
/ 2 
-^lE ^;^'^^_V'^(-^-^)[4(i)-r;^(A/(.)r;-20;(,))]-(4-3-io) 
/=1 ''^/(I) 1 -"/(2) -'^/(l) 
77ze optimum choices of Ti, T\, T^, and F^ are given respectively, by 
rr^i^">-V;; , rr=A;"W, T^r-A^;'^ -'(/>,,, an^r;;=A;,' </.; ...(4.3.11) 
with resulting minimum mean square errors 
yv 1 y;(,) yv y ; r n / = i -'v ^ ^V(i) -'v 
-g.E " ' " ' ' ^ ' 1 " (7 r - -7 r^ )4 ( . ) -E'»;'A;"V; 4^4.3.12) 
-<^^y A ; , , ' (jistl -(t>st K , (t>st ...(4.3.13) 
where 
9 1 
L Ar3 . . . . . . ^ A;:^ 
A ( 1 1 ) » V ^ ^l / I I N A(11) A* Y^ " ^ / - I ^ ^/A 
A* - Z 7 V ^^/( ' ) ^ ^ n ) . 1 l _ ^ A 
/ 2 
and (/..^  = ,^ J^ _ L ) _ _ ^ ( - )(/,^ ( 
Proof 
The proof is straight forward. 
4.4 Allocation Problems in Stratified Sampling 
Allocation problem in case of two-phase sampling has been widely discussed among others by 
Rao(1973), Sedransk(1965), Trender(1989), Treder and Sedransk(1993), which may cover the 
allocation problems for the estimators d^, and d^^ . So, we have studied the proportion 
allocation problem for the estimators d^^ and J^, . 
Let the first and second phase sample sizes n^^^ and n^j) be known and let 
"i(\)'^^ and 77/(2) «///(,) ...(4.4.1) 
then n ^ ( , j = n ( , ) - ^ and n/(2) = « ( 2 ) - ^ =«(2) 77 for / 1, 2, . . . , L. ...(4.4.2) 
We state the following lemma 
Lemma 4.4.1 
For proportion allocation (4.4.1-2), we have 
^ U > ) = r _ ^ _ - 1 ^ A ( " ) A ( " ) _ ' ^ ^ / A ( " ) 
'(1) / " ^ - 1 JJ/ I \ iTi TV/ - 1 
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Z , r r / 2 M M ^ W i 
anJ ao^ = E I N T T ""^'^ ...(4.4.3) 
Proof 
Substituting the values from (4.4.1-2) to Result 4.3.1, we have the proof. 
Result 4.4.1 
For proportion allocation, the mean square errors of the class of estimators d^^ and d^^ ^ 
define in (4.3.6a) are given by 
I 2 
and 
L a / 2 
^ / r . W 1 ^ 2 , A^ 
TV ±^ W ,a 
* 
^^(2) ^^(1) 
a«^ 
Hid^^y^ -JL-X) al,-i -JL-D^La ^.y^Vo.y 
'(2) ^^(1) 
...(4.4.4) 
/=l -'V ^ -"(2) -'^(l) 
-( - ^ - - ^ ) r ; ( A, T,, -2 0 , ) ] ...(4.4.5) 
^(2) -"(1) 
The minimum mean square errors are given by 
'<^^-^^('^-PI.JJ.L^,•••/,)] -(4.4.6) 
-Z - ) 00^/ A)sr 4>ost ...(4.4.7) 
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Proof 
The proof is straightforward by substituting the values (4.4.1-3) to section 4.3. 
The optimum choices of n^^ and n(2) by minimising mean square error for a suitable cost 
function have been discussed in chapter three. 
4.5 Numerical Illustrations 
We have made a comparison of the estimator d ,^ with unstratified optimum estimator 
defined in chapter three for natural population data set in case of proportion allocation. 
For the empirical analysis, we have taken a population consists of N=557 mouzas under Savar, 
Dhamrai and Nababgong thana from BangladeshPopulation Census 1991: Dhaka District, by 
considering Y =Number of literate persons, X, =Area of the mouzas, X2 =Number of households, 
Ji^=Number of inliabitants, X4=Number of cultivators. Then the population is divided into L=3 
strata according to the areas of the mouza and the sizes of the strata are A^, =316 , 1^2 = 183 and 
A^=58 . We have the following population information 
N=557 ?=465 . 25 , X =( 329 . 82 264 . 52 1472 . 61 207 . 3 4 ) ' 
X^ ' ) =( 329 . 82 264 . 52 ) ,^ X^^^ =( 1472 . 61 207 . 34 ) ' 
A 
140895 . 13 68908 .73 396161 . 51 55468 . 44 
68908 . 73 65362 . 03 370408 . 97 49996 . 41 
396161 . 51 370408 . 97 2148276 . 49 285923 . 44 
55468 . 44 49996 . 41 285923 . 44 42965 . 00 
A(i>) 140895 . 13 68908 . 73 
68908 . 73 65362 . 03 
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(/)=( 114567 . 12 123783 . 26 729257 . 78 92491 . 54 )' 
(/)]=( 114567 . 12 123783 .26)' 
Pr. 1234=. 7775 , pj. ,2=. 7191 
For 1st strata 
TV, =316 »^ ,=. 567 
r, =293. 11 .A'j"=( 110. 84 151.74)', Xj^) =( 845 . 07 118.62)' 
A 
4115 . 22 2966 . 40 16036 . 12 2370 . 87 
2966 . 40 18950 . 27 111476 . 48 13487 . 64 
16036 . 12 111476 . 48 700585 . 74 80666 . 86 
2370 .87 134 87. 65 80666 . 86 11543 . 35 
N (11) 
4115 . 22 2966 . 40 
2966 . 40 18950 . 27 
(f) , =( 4360 . 12 55018 . 61 366321 . 38 38140 . 38 )' 
<^ i., =( 4360 . 12 55018 . 61)' (^2 , =( 366321 . 38 38140 . 38 )', 
Ply. 1234=. 8474 , pL ,2=. 6810 
For 2nd strata 
A^2 = 183 W2=.329 
r2=515. 37 ; s r ( " = ( 4 3 3 . 89 3 0 8 . 6 0 ) ' , ^ ^ ^ =( 1693 . 14 2 4 6 . 5 7 ) 
95 
A 
21167 . 34 7976 . 92 44595 . 53 6827 . 40 
7976 . 92 30140 . 43 159740 . 78 23449 . 83 
44595 . 53 159740 . 78 867748 . 14 124901 . 00 
6827 . 40 23449 . 83 124901 . 00 20874 . 47 
^^ 2.2 
21167 . 34 7976. 92 
7976 . 92 30140 . 43 
(A 2=( 11601 . 56 54470 . 56 291678 . 81 45040 . 53 ) ' 
0, 2=( 11601 . 56 54470 .56)' 
ply. 12 34=. 6686 , pl^, 12 =. 6472 
For 3rd Strata 
A^3=58 H^ 3=. 104 
^3 = 1245. 02 X^'^K 1194 . 48 739. 88)', ^^^^=(4195.64 566.98)' 
A 
222632 . 98 60424 . 16 402027 .72 68918 . 41 
60424 . 16 129931 . 41 746328 . 57 103288 . 56 
402027 .72 103288 .56 4428667 .71 611479 .3796 
68918 .41 103288 .56 611479 .3796 108478 .00 
(11) 222632 . 98 60424 . 16 
^ I 60424 . 16 129931 . 41 
(f> 3=( 144606 . 3437 237559 . 9547 1362799 . 2726 171266 . 0342 ) ' 
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(^,.3=( 144606 .3437 237559 .9547) ,p3;.. 1234=. 7464 , pf^ . ,2=. 7160 
Further, we have 
zn N,-l 
59. 036 19. 238 119. 175 19. 558 
19.238 62.92 350.395 47 .31 
119 . 175 350 . 395 2072 . 103 272 . 642 
19.558 47.31 272.642 44.780 
E ^ ' A S " ' 
/ = f AJ-1 
59 . 036 19 . 23 
19.238 62.92 
y -^r^cf). =( 38. 79 133 . 625 806 .327 98 . 211 ) ', 
E W; W 1 2 
,-^ A^ -1 
4>,j ={ 38 . 79 133 . 625 )', aly^Y. 1 ^ ^^ / =^ ^^ 4 . 32 
^ostj hst 4>Qsti =283 . 86, 4)Qs, hos, 00c, =321 . 50 
Let / , = ^ '^  and / 2 = ^^ ^ , then for different choices of / , and f 2, the minimum mean 
square errors of d^^ ,d^i and d^ (unstratified defined in chapter three) are given in Table 4.5.1. 
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0, 3=( 144606 . 3437 237559 . 9547 ) ,pL 1234 • 7464 , pl^, ,2 .7160 
Further, we have 
59. 036 19. 238 119. 175 19. 558 
19.238 62.92 350.395 47.31 
119 . 175 350 . 395 2072 . 103 272 . 642 
19.558 47.31 272.642 44.780 
' W 
y -— ; A ^ 
( 1 1 ) 59.036 19.23 
19.238 62.92 
Y, n:r^4>i =( 38 . 79 133 . 625 806 .327 98 . 211 ) ' , 
I =\ Nr 
E -W^^n < 38 . 79 133 . 625 ) ^ aly-Y. -Z\ 4 =454 . 32 
/ = i ^ 7 i i=\ •'V ^ 
^La ^s, <f>ostj =283 . 8 6 , (f>L ^Ir 4>osf =321 . 50 
ft fl 
Let f x^—^-rr- and / ; = ^^ ^ , then for different choices of / , and f 2, the minimum mean 
square errors of d^^ ,d^^ and c/g ("i^ stratified defined in chapter three) are given in Table 4.5.1. 
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Table 4.5.1 
f2 
f^^ 
.20 
.40 
.60 
.80 
-
<r, 
d^r 
do 
^ . , 
d.. 
do 
^ ^ , 
dsf. 
do 
d., 
ci^2. 
dc 
.20 
2522.66 
3338.24 
3319.06 
1189.38 
1583.89 
1575.90 
744.95 
999.07 
994.85 
522.74 
706.72 
704.32 
.40 
1305.75 
1677.97 
1662.83 
580.92 
753.75 
747.78 
339.31 
445.68 
442.77 
218.51 
291.65 
290.26 
.06 
900.11 
1124.54 
1110.75 
378.10 
477.04 
471.74 
204.10 
261.21 
258.74 
117.10 
153.29 
152.24 
.80 
692.30 
847.83 
834.71 
276.70 
338.68 
333.72 
136.50 
168.97 
166.73 
67.29 
84.11 
83.23 
From Table 4.5.1, all the mean square errors of the estmators are decreasing functions of f, and 
/2 . The estimator d^^ always gains over d^^ and d^ but the estimator d^^ and d^ 
approximately same for large / , and / j • We may coclude that combined stratified is far better 
than separate stratified estimator. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF SEVERAL FINITE POPULATION 
MEANS 
5.1 Introduction 
Most of the sample surveys are devoted to collect information on several variables 
simultaneously. The usual problem in multipurpose surveys is to estimate the population means 
or totals of several variables simultaneously by using a number of auxiliary variables that may 
be readily available through the past census data or some of them may be collected through 
diverting a part of the survey-budget. For example, in a land survey to estimate the total number 
of agricultural labourers, literates and schedule casts simultaneously for a certain administrative 
block the information on the variables such as area and population of the villages under that 
administrative block may be easily available through past census data and the information on the 
variables such as the number of households, number of main works and number of cultivators 
of the villages may not be readily available but may be collected through diverting a part of the 
survey-budget. 
Tlie problem of estimation of tlie population mean (or total) of a single survey variable in the 
situations where population means (or totals) of all the auxiliary variables under consideration 
are known has been considered by several authors including 01kin(1958), Raj(1965), 
Srivastava(1971), Singh(1969) and Tripathi( 1970,1989). In case none of the auxiliary variable 
means are known, the estimation procedures based on two phase sampling schemes have been 
considered by Khan and Tripathi(1967), Tripathi( 1970,1976) and Adhvaryu(1978) and Tripathi 
and Aluned(1993) and Ahmed et al. (1993, 1994) suggested some estimators for a finite 
population mean by using partial knowledge of auxiliary variable means. Tripathi and 
Khattree(1989) have carried forward to estimate the population means of several study variables 
simultaneously by considering multiple auxiliary variables either they are readily available for 
the whole population or available for a large sample. We have studied here a class of estimators 
to estimate the population means of several study variables simultaneously, which includes 
several estimators as particular members by using partial knowledge of auxiliary variable means. 
5.2. The Proposed Class of Estimators and Its Properties 
Let U = {1, 2, ..., i, ..., N) be a finite population of size N. Let {Y^ ,X,) be the ith unit of 
i X ^ , where Z=( K,, Xj, . . . , 7 , ) ' and X =( X,, X 2, . . • , X^) ' are the vectors of r-study 
variables and q-auxiliary variables respectively. 
Denote X =( X,, X 2, • • • , X,,)'=( <'>', ^^^)\ where X '^> = ( X,, X2, . . . , X J ' and 
X^^^ = ( J;^^,, . ^ , 2 ' • • • ' ^ ) ' ^re the sub-vectors of k and (q-k) auxiliary variables 
respectively. Let the population mean X '^^  of X '^^  be known while the population mean 
X^^^ of X ^^ ^ be unknown. The object is to estimate the unknown population mean vector 
Y=i y\, V2, . . . , y,) ' of the study variable vector i:=( Y^, Y2, . . • , Y^) ' by using two phase 
sampling scheme. We will observe X, for all i, i e5 , and ( X,, I^) for all i, le^^^ where 5, 
is a preliminary large sample of fixed size n 1 selected from U at moderate cost according to 
sampUng scheme D, and ^2 is a sub-sample of fixed size n^ selected from 5, according to 
sampling scheme l\ , where Z); and Dj are the two arbitrary sampling schemes. Let X^,, and 7 
be the unbiased estimator of X and I respectively based on Z), and further let X(2) and Y^2) 
he the unbiased estimators of X and 7 respectively, based on Dj. 
1 0 0 
Then the proposed class of estimators for Y is given by 
where L = {t (,tl, . . . , 11)', t ^-{t ,;,, t ^f,, . . . , t ,^^) ' and T = ( T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T^) ^ 
'^ir^'^Mi^ '^iir • • • y'^q/,)' ( h=l, 2,..., r) are the suitably chosen kxr and qxr order matrices of 
statistics depending on the information obtained from Si and 52 respectively. It may be noted 
that several interesting estimators may be generated from d. for specific choices of the random 
matrices L and T_ (Tripathi and Ahmed (1993)). 
A special version of d niay be defined as 
where T and F are preassigned constant matrices of order kxr and qxr respectively. 
To study the properties of the above estimators, we assume 
^ ( ^ 2 ) ) = ^ i ) a n d ^ ( i ^ , ^ ) = i ; , ^ ...(5.2.3) 
where E^^ stands for scheme based conditional expection given the sampling scheme Z),. 
Let us denoting 
C,{Xlll i^/ ,V'=^, , i5',C2(i^(2).^(2)) =^ . E,C^{Xlll Xll]') =^ ( " ) , 
and c,( r^ ,^ , r ; „ ) . ^ , c , ( r^ ^^ , r;^,) = v;, ...(5.2.4) 
where £,, C, and E2 stand for sampling scheme based unconditional expection, variance-
covariance and conditional (given, 51) expection respectively. 
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Lemma 5.2.1 
We have, 
C2(^2),^'ii)) =0p aiid C,(X^,^,f[^^) =0, ...(5.2.5) 
where Cj stands for scheme based conditional covariance given tlie sampling scheme D, and O, 
and O^ are zero matrices of order qxq and qxr respectively. 
Proof 
Under the assumption (5.2.3), we have 
Q( ^ 2 ) » - ^ I ) ) ="^( ^ 2 ) " ^ 1 ) ) ( ^ 1 ) ' ^ 1 ) ) " ^ 1 ' 
and C,{ ^ , ) ' -^('2)) = ^ ( ^ . ) - ^ . ) ) (-^2) - ^ . ) ) '^02 n 
Lemma 5.2.2 
We have 
and C [ X\\], ( i;^) -^( 1) ) 1 =^. . , •••(5-2.6) 
where O^^ is the kxq order zero matrix. 
Proof 
We have, from (5.2.3-4) 
^(^(2i, ill!') = C,E^{X[l], ^li) -E,C,{Xlll A I^J') 
^c,(^,V, i?,V').^,r2(i?2V. ^2/') A.'A^^'K n 
c(^/2V>-^;2)) ^ ^ . ^ 2 ( ^ 2 V , y\2,)^E,c,{xiii,f;^^) 
=c,fi?,V,(i;,^-i;,^)'].^,cji?,V,(i;,,-i;„)'i=^,^,^ n 
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Theorem 5.2.1 
The estimator d. defined in (5.2.1) is an unbiased estimator ofZ and its variance-covariance 
matrix is given by, V{dJ=V,^T'A^T^V'AT-2T'G^~2L'G ...(5.2.7) 
the optimum choices of T and T which minimize the trace of variance-covariance, defined in 
(5.2.7), are given by 
I^=AX'G^, T^^=A-^G ...(5.2.8) 
and the resulting minimum variance-covariance matrix is given by 
'^oid^)=V,-G[A\'G,'G'A''G • ...(5.2.9) 
Proof 
One may rewrite (5.2.2) as 
id^^Y) <Y^^^-Y)'T'{Xll]-X^'^)~T'{X^^^-X,,^) 
If we take the scheme based expectation in (5.2.10), then from (5.2.3) we have after 
simplification, E {d,^ ) ^ Y. D 
i.e d is an unbiased estimate of Y.-
c 
Again, we may write 
{d^-Y){d^~Y)'-(Y^^^-Y)(Y^^^-Y)'-^ r ' ( A j , V - ^ ' M ( ^ l j - i ^ ' M ' r 
^Y'(X,,,-X,,^){X,,,~X,,,)'V-2T'(Xll] ^ " ' ) ( i ; 2 ) ^' 
2T'(X,,^-X,,,){Y^^^ Y)'aT'{Xll^,-X^'^){X,,, X^,,)'T 
Taking scheme based expectation , we have 
V ( < ) ~C(d^, d[) 
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By using the results (5.2.4-6), we have 
Y(dj= V„+I'A 11+EM T_-2T'G^ -2E'£? D 
Again, from (5.2.7), one may write 
V(i/^.)=P^„KI-4,'G, ) ' / 1 , ( I M , ' G , ) *(r .4 'G)'A{Y A 'G) 
From the above expression, it is clear that the trace of N{d_ ) will be minimum if 
t r a c e ( r - / l , " ' ^ ) M , ( I - / l , " ' C , ) =0 
and trace ( E - ^ " ' £ ? ) M ( E - ^ ' ' £ ? ) - 0 , 
and these imply that T^^A^^Q ^, Z^= A ^ G U 
Putting these values to (5.2.7), one may get 
V „ « ) = J ^ „ - C ; ^ [ ' G , - G M - ' G D 
Theorem 5.2.2 
For large sample, if the third and fourth order central moments and product moments of 
statistics are neglected, then the mean square-product error matrix of d_ is given by 
M(d)»V(fip=K„+I'/l ,r+EME~2I'G,-2E'G ...(5.2.15) 
and the resulting minimum mean square-product matrix is given by 
M „ ( ( / ) = P ^ , - G ; / 1 , ' G , Q'A'Q ...(5.2.16) 
Proof 
Tlie proof is referred to Tripathi and Ahmed(1993). 
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Corollary 5.2.1 
The above theorem gives a guide line for the choices of the matrices of statistics L and T_ as 
L -T =A"'&, T =r =A-^'C ...(5.2.16) 
and estimate of M„((/ ) as 
H(d)=K-^-% ...(5.2.17) 
where'"'stands for their respective unbiased estimators of V^^, V\ -G[A\ G^ and V^ (jA '£/, 
which are not difficult to obtain once the sampling schemes for the selection of 5, and S^ are 
specified. 
5.3. Results for SRSWOR at the both Phases 
We will now discuss the special situation when the SRSWOR (simple random sample without 
replacement) is used for selecting 5", as well as 82-
Let us define, 
and X^=J-Y Y (5 3 1) 
A 2 ) jj^Z^S-^-^i ...yj.J.i) 
Denoting 
e 
^=]^T.u^^-^^^-^' .A 
^ ( 1 1 ) ^ ( 1 2 ) 
A ( I 2 ) ' ^(22) 
"^d ^=]^Y.u^Yr^^^r^' 
1 0 5 
Lemma 5.3.1 
For SRSWOR scheme at both phases, we have 
Proof 
We have from Section 5.2 and (5.3.1) 
^,^c,(A^»,j-,„)=^(±-l)E„(-^"^5<'>)(j;,-ii 
^(^4,)^, • A^ -1 ' /;, / / ' ^ i 
^,=c,(A'</),^.W^(4--i)E.(^'-^")(^"-^^")' Ah\ " /;, TV 
A^ -1 ^  n^ N' 
^ ( ~ L ± ) ^ • 
N-\ 112 'h 
A-E,C,{X,,,, ^ 2 ) ) = ^ . ( - ^ - 4 - ) - ^ E . ( ^ - ^ ( . ) ) ( ^ ~ ^ ( i ) ) ' 
'2 "\ 
and v(i;^,)=c(f,^,,f;^,)=c,£,(z,^,,f;^,).£,c,(y-^,,f;^,) 
=c,(^„.P,'„)*£,c,(ij,,,i';,,) 
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^ (_L-1)V (Y: -nil -i)'--
N " i-^-i)^ «2 N n 
Result 5.3.1 
For large sample, the mean square-product error matrix of the class of estimators d. in (5.2.1) 
is given by 
M(d)={ N 
N ) [ ( ± - 1 ) a +(-L I ) ! ' A^"^i:-^( -*- —)E'AE «2 ^ n, N Hj n^ 
- 2 ( - L - l ) j ' ^ 2 ( - l — L ) E ' ^ ] 
The optimum choices of T and F , which minimize traceM(d), are given by 
with resulting minimum mean square-product error matrix 
Mid) = ^ [ ( ) K,-(i 4)^:A"'^-'^, i^ 
-"' N-\ ' ' /;-, A^' " /;, N'^^ "^ n^ /;, 
) ^ ' A ' ^ ] 
...(5.3.3) 
...(5.3.4) 
..(5.3.5) 
Proof 
From Section 5.2 and (5.3.2), the proof is straight forward. 
It is noted that T^ and F^ are matrices of the population partial regression coefficients, 
appearing in the regression planes Y on X '^^  and 7 on X respectively. 
Tlie results (5.3.4) indicates that for optimum choices of the matrices of statistics L and T in 
(5.2.1) need to be chosen as 
l^/A\\\^"K2, ^ . = ^ 2 , ^ ( 2 ) ° ^ ^ : r ^ C 2 V " a , , , , K-^(2)^^r^ -(5.3.6) 
where K\p =-ILJ^Y:s, ^x}^^--X^ , 
-(2) 
A ( 2 ) A ( 2 1 ) A ( 2 2 ) ' ^ l ( 2 ) = ( ^ ) ( l ^ ) E s . ( ^ i ^ ' - ^ " ' 2 V ) ( ^ . - ^ " 2 ) ) ' , 
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and ^.-. =( ^ ) ( ^ - j - ) J^„ ( X, -X(2)) ( y, -7(2)) ' are the unbiased estimators of 
A,, A, c^ j and ^ respectively. If we use the partial information from 5; in the above estimation 
procedure then the estimators t\ and T* are preferable (see, Dorfman(1994)). 
Result 5.3.2 
For lar^e sample, the confound minimum mean square-product error matrix (trace of minimum 
mean square-product error matrix) of d. is given as 
where p ,2 1^ and p^ ,2 are the multiple correlation coefficients K^ , on X^'^ and Yf, on X 
( Y - F ) ^ 
respectively and <'y^=X ,^; —'^ ^— for h=l, 2, ..., r. 
Proof 
From Section 5.2, the proof is straight forward. 
Corollary 5.3.1 
The unbiased estimate of (5.3.7) is given by 
^^-'7^tlii^^j^^<.n....HJ-^-j-y4.n...,] ...(5.3.8) 
Dorfman(1994) has been shown that the use of full-sample (first phase sample as well as second 
phase sample) for estimating mean square error under super-population model is more efficient 
than by using only second phase sample. For full-sample the estimate of CAi, is given as 
'2 "\ 
' ^ / - - ^ E K ^ ^^-"kn ri± ±,;,;:,„ ,1 .,,5.«„ 
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where < , , . . , , = ^ ^ ^ [ E . , ( ^.-- >;.(2)) ^-( ^'Xl^ ^ ) ^ lAW'^ o] 
and a ^ , . , 2 . . . , = ^ ^ ^ — j - [ E ^ , ( >;.- - ^;(2)) "( y^r,; )T .A(2 )T„1 
5.4 Determination of Sample Sizes for a fixed Cost Function 
We havel chosen the values of n, and ^2 ^ '^c'l that the mean squared error of d„ in (5.3.7) 
is minimum for a specified cost function. Let Cj and Cj be the per unit cost for q-auxihary 
variables X and the study variable Y respectively. Let c „ be the over head cost and 
c, be the total cost, then a cost function may be given as 
C / = c , , + c , / 7 , + C 2 n 2 ...(5.4.1) 
Now, the choices of n, and n2 for which CM„ is minimum for the cost function (5.4.1) are 
given by 
I) 
' ~d7c 
and ^^2" = 4^V5 :< ( l ^pJ , . . 2 , . , , ) -(5.4.2) 
with minimum confound mean square-product error matrix 
r r 
where JW[ J^ a]^{ p^ .^ ,2,., ^-p^^. ,2.,. ^ ) c,] W[ J ] a j / 1 -pj,^. ,2... )^ ^2] . 
If all the resources devoted instead to a single phase sampling with no auxiliary variables, then 
c -c 
the size of the single phase sample size(say,n) from (5.4.1) will be n= ( — -) , with trace of 
" ' ^-TAH^'^T. ^r.( Py. '2- •'/ Py. 12.., A-) 
1 A = l 
C , - C . , , A 2 , , 2 
^2 
vanance-covanance matrix 
1 0 9 
cv(r^=-^{ "^ JI_^Y^ 2 
Hence, optimum use of two phase sampling is preferable if CM^^ < CV {Y^ 
*en C2 > [^(1 - Pti2..^)c2 V^PI I2 . .4 - Pi.n..jcKf 
.(5.4.4) 
...(5.4.5) 
5,5 Numerical Illustrations 
Let/,=—: and/2=— ,thenO</j< 1 and Q<L< 1 .Using the results from Section 5.3, we 
N /ij 
have given the ccMifound mean square of error of i for different choices / , and /j 
Data set-1 
From census 1981, Uttar Pradesh District Census Hand Book, Aligarh District (India), for the 
empirical analysis has been taken a population ccmsists of 339 villages under Koil Tahsil with 
Kj =Nimiber of schedule casts, Kj "dumber of literate persons, Y^ =Nimiber of agricultural 
labourers, Xj=Area of the villages, X2=Population size of the villages, X3=Number of 
households, X4=Number of main workers and X5=Number of cultivators. 
From Section 4.2, here r=3, q=5, and k=2 and the values obtain are as follows 
r=(283.88 316.23 73.68)^ 
X = (23654.09 1074.86 178.45 284.94 141.24)' 
j^^^=(23654.09 1074.86)' ^^^=(178.45 284.94 141.24)' 
Vt 
[76816.06 53268.57 15293.38 
53268.57 71743.39 14189.90 
15293.38 14189.90 6566.08 
348914873.42 11438988.98 1831401.05 3133317.61 1315486.29 
11438988.98 695844.67 113360.64 185226.79 78439.61 
1831401.05 113360.64 19481.01 30087.74 12809.35 
3133317.61 185226.79 30087.74 51451.23 21389.46 
1315486.29 78439.61 12809.35 21389.46 119(M.03 
110 
A(H) 348914873.42 11438988.98 
11438988.98 695844.67 
A<22) = 
19481.01 30087.74 12809.35 
30087.74 51451.23 21389.46 
12809.35 21389.46 11904.03 
<j> '-
4>r = 
<^2 -
3036760.03 3278642.15 900638.42 
185040.50 203202.22 51094.66 
30584.44 33347.44 8185.28 
49911.34 53769.89 14883.59 
18314.96 21570.31 5226.42 
3036760.03 3278642.15 900638.42 
185040.50 203202.22 51094.66 
30584.44 33347.44 8185.28 
49911.34 53769.89 14883.59 
18314.96 21570.31 5226.42 
-B.27xJO-^ -2.51x10* A.eSxlO'^ 
.1429 .3123 -.0598 
.5065 .2432 -.o69S 
.5495 -.0264 .6604 
-.9264 -.4320 -.2837 
To = f 
-3.18x/^-5 
.2664 
-'i.UxlO^ 
.2983 
-3.77x10-* 
.0672 
Tf' = 
[.8838 1.067847 -.2275 
.8258 .5730 .5455 
-.8963 -.3666 -.2%2 
p;^,2^.6406, p'^^.i2-.8274. p^,.i2=-5749, 
P/,.12345''•^^^^> PK, .12345^-^^^3» PK, .12345~-^253 . 
Data set-2 
From Population Census 1991: IHiaka District, a population consists of 606 mouzas under 
Savar, Dhamrai and Nababgfmg thana has been taken fe empirical study, with Kj =Number of 
agricultural labourers, Xj "^ Number of literate persons, Xj =Area of the villages, Xj =Number of 
households, X3=Number of inhabitants, X4=Number of cuhivatOTs. 
From Section 5.2, here r=2, q=4, and k=2 and the values obtain are as follows 
r=(42.89 438.22)^ X =(310.15 248.21 1382.42 195.05)' 
111 
X "^=(310.15 248.21)', X ^'^=(1382.42 195.05)' (2). 
a = 
3031.60 13750.14 
13750.14 314182.67 
134087.89 67062.16 384623.21 53785.52 
67062.16 63388.1329 358678.38 48436.24 
384623.21 358678.38 2075184.30 276441.79 
53785.52 48436.24 276441.79 41408.18 
Aai)= 134087.89 67062.16 
67062.16 63388.1329 
, A(22). 2075184.30 276441.79 
276441.79 41408.18 
^ 
^ -
12943.79 111377.65 
9791.41 119392.15 
53964.59 70124.56 
7505.80 89210.41 
53964.59 70124.56 
7505.80 89210.41 
'<^r 
12943.79 111377.65 
9791.41 119392.15 
.0438 
.3143 
-.0364 
000148 
-.2607 
-.8858 
.6253 
-.6455 
To-
.040818 .1113 
-.2356 2.1327 
ji2)_^ .0168 .0692 
.4602 -.9172 
P5',.I2=-5337, PJ,^  12 =.8526, pj, 1234=.5535, p5,^ i234"•78341 
Confound mean square error of d for data set-l( D-1) and data set-2(D-2) is given below for 
different values of /j and /j • 
112 
4 
.40 
.60 
.80 
Table 5.5.1 
4 
data 
D-1 
D-2 
D-1 
D-2 
D-1 
D-2 
.20 
1309.20 
1265.47 
838.42 
817.35 
597.17 
593.24 
.40 
614.01 
548.50 
367.15 
339.38 
243.72 
234.81 
.60 
378.02 
309.51 
210.05 
180.04 
125.00 
115.31 
Frcan Table 5.5.1, we obsore that ccxifoimd mean square err(» decreases whb the increase 
of ^ and f2 but the increase of ^ has better performance then / j . 
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